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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Extrusion is an important metal forming process used to produce long, straight,
semi-finished metal products of constant cross-section. It is a widely used forming
process for lightweight metals (e.g. aluminum and more recently, magnesium alloys)
wherein a heated piece of material is squeezed through a die opening so that it flows
through it to yield a continuous profile. The cross-section of the profile is determined by
the die opening. In the literature, the metal being extruded is called billet while the
product is simply referred to as profile or extrudate.
Two common types of extrusion processes are, direct extrusion and indirect
extrusion. As shown in Figure 1.1 below, the direct extrusion forming process involves
forcing the billet through a rigid die. The direction of extrusion is in the direction of ram
movement. Direct extrusion demands high capacity presses to extrude because the
deforming billet has to overcome friction at billet-chamber and billet-die interface.

Figure 1.1

Direct Extrusion
1

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1.2 below, in the case of indirect extrusion
a slotted ram pushes against the billet to extrude in opposite direction of ram movement.
Here, friction comes into play only at the billet-die interface. There is no relative sliding
of billet material against the chamber (or container) as a result of which lesser force is
needed to extrude compared to direct extrusion. In general, extrusion can be hot or cold
depending on initial billet temperature. Furthermore, extrusion can be carried out either
with lubrication or without lubrication.

Figure 1.2

Indirect Extrusion

Aluminum alloys are most commonly extruded. The demand for aluminum
extrusions is on the rise particularly in the transportation industry. In this current era of
heightened environmental awareness, aluminum is being promoted as a green material
due to its ease of recyclability, sustainability and versatility. In this regard, The
Aluminum Extruders Council (AEC) is proactively engaged in showcasing sustainable
benefits of using Aluminum extrusions, with special focus on green construction
industry.
Extrusion process is commercially attractive because the end product of extrusion,
the profile, is almost ready-to-use and does not require elaborate further processing to
2

obtain a finished product. Principal applications of aluminum extrusions include parts for
aerospace, transportation and construction industry such as pipes, wire, rods, bars, tubes,
hollow shapes, cable sheathing and automotive trim.
In contrast to aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys have superior mechanical
properties (higher specific strength) and thus have enormous potential for structural
applications in lightweight designs [45], especially in automotive frames. However, the
inherent hexagonal closed-packed crystal structure and twinning-dominated deformation
mechanisms in magnesium alloys pose significant challenges to extrusion process design
[46] [47] and, therefore, have a direct bearing on the development of magnesium
extrusion technology.
1.1

Problem Statement
Model the extrusion process of specific light-weight alloys: Aluminum alloy Al

1100 F; and Magnesium alloys AZ 61 and, AM 30 using HyperXtrude, the commercial
Eulerian finite element code selected for the simulations, and validate the predictions
with thermo-mechanical data from laboratory extrusion tests. This work will establish
laboratory-scale extrusion benchmark cases which can be used to lay the foundations for
the implementation of robust Internal State Variable (ISV) models capable of predicting
(i) the microstructure and residual stresses in the extruded product and (ii) the postextrusion mechanical properties of the profile. This capability will hugely impact the time
involved in process / product design, development and testing of lightweight extruded
components; In particular, it will provide the critical impetus to showcase the viability of
magnesium extrusions.

3

1.2

Objective of the Thesis
The following objectives have been set for this work:
1. Full-scale simulation and experimental validation of the extrusion process for
the above mentioned alloys using conical and flat dies to produce solid
circular cross-section profiles.
2. Simulation-driven parametric study of the effect of changing process
parameters (extrusion ratio, billet temperature, and ram velocity) and
boundary conditions on process variables (load-displacement curve and
temperature histories).
3. Test the methodology to predict texture evolution in the extrudate by
extracting streamline information (velocity gradient) from the particle tracing
module of the Eulerian code to separately evolve the material state along the
traces using a crystal plasticity code; then compare the results with
experimental data obtained from EBSD studies.

1.3

Research Approach
The following steps have been followed to accomplish the above objectives:
1. Build a laboratory-scale fixture to extrude billets up to 1 inch length and 1.25
inch diameter. A dedicated extrusion press has not been used for the
experiments. Instead, an existing multi-axial Instron 8850 test center was
adapted for performing the tests. The load capacity of this hydraulic press is
66,000 lb (293.58 KN). The design of the test fixture is explained in Chapter
3.
2. Develop a laboratory-scale extrusion testing protocol to provide confidence in
the recorded experimental temperature and load data on tooling. Without a
4

fine-tuned and well-executed protocol, repeatability and reliability in testing
cannot be assured. Moreover, it has been found that temperature data is most
susceptible to variation. The efforts and “lessons learnt” during the course of
the development of the protocol are presented in Chapter 3.
3. Run coupled thermo-mechanical, transient simulations in HyperXtrude to
simulate the laboratory extrusion experiments. These simulations, performed
in the early stage of the project, have been aimed at understanding the best
practices and familiarizing oneself with the capabilities of the code. Moreover,
the most challenging and not-so-straightforward part in setting up a good
simulation pertained to the choice of friction and thermal boundary conditions
(BCs). A survey of the available literature and keen observation of the
experimental results (especially, flow lines) have proved useful in arriving at
meaningful boundary conditions. This has been addressed in Chapter 4.
4. Validate the simulation results by comparing the predictions with
experimental data recorded from the laboratory-scale extrusion experiments.
The compared data was: load-time curve, temperature profiles and flow
patterns.
5. Extract material point data using the particle tracing module of the code and
evolve the material state (texture) along these traces using a crystal plasticity
code.
1.4

Benefits and Future Extensions of the Proposed Work
The above framework needs to be extended to model more complex industry-

scale processes to show the benefits of using simulation-based techniques in the early
5

stages of extrusion process design. With sound judgment on part of the Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) modeler and armed with production-tested ISV models being
developed at Mississippi State University, it is possible to optimize the extrusion process
and predict mechanical properties of the profile even before full-scale production begins.
Thereby, process design and in turn product development time can be significantly
reduced by simulation-driven process engineering and design. With this in mind, it is
pertinent to draw attention to Storen’s vision for extrusion modeling and simulation to
positively impact process design, engineering and development [5].
On the other hand, this work has not considered industry-relevant practical
aspects relating to extrusion die design and bearing optimization mostly because these
were not a challenge in the laboratory-scale test setup which has been one main focus of
this thesis. Moreover, as mentioned above, bearing optimization is an extremely critical
and time-consuming process the industry faces which in turn demands repeated die trials
costing time and money. This aspect has been studied in [19] [20] [48]
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A general survey of the literature is presented in this chapter with focus on the
historical background of previous extrusion studies, modeling methodologies, extrusion
process parameters, microstructure (texture) modeling and experimental verification.
2.1

Historical Background on the Study of Extrusion:
A brief historical overview of extrusion is provided by W. Johnson and H. Kudo

in their monograph [1] published in 1962. The industrial perspective of the process is
given in reference [22]. Before the advent of FEA in the 70s, the analysis of extrusion
process was performed using the following analytical approaches:
1.

Slip line theory [49]

2.

Upper bound method [49]

3.

Visioplasticity technique [49]

4.

Slab method [49]
Much of the earlier work was based on plane stress and strain assumptions and

supported by substantial experimental work and laborious hodographs. In the mean time,
various techniques were employed to observe the metal flow while the billet was
squeezed through the die. One particularly creative apparatus was developed by H. Kudo
[2] in which half of the axisymetric extrusion apparatus along the extrusion direction was
removed and replaced by a transparent glass plate, in order to observe the real-time metal
flow during the forming of lead. Johnson [1] makes special reference to the work of
7

E.G Thomsen and co-workers for developing a semi-empirical approach based on strain
distribution measurements as a means to bridge the gap between theoretical models and
reality.
2.2

Modeling and Methodologies
The analytical methods based on plane stress or plane strain assumptions were

useful in load predictions and rudimentary analysis i.e. idealized situations. Building on
the formulation of the visioplasticity technique which he had proposed in 1954 [3]
Thomsen et al [4] stressed the need to have “...An all-inclusive method which would
enable one to predict local values of strain rates, strain, temperature and stresses during
the course of deformation. Such information is essential in providing an insight into
mechanics of a forming process and to determine the final mechanical property of the
product, as for example, texture, anisotropy and the state of residual stresses...”
His aim was to show how visioplasticity in conjunction with computer application
–which was an emerging scientific tool in 1973 –could take one closer to the above goal.
However, one has to keep in mind that visioplasticity can only be applied to processes
where experimental determination of velocity vectors was possible [49].
It is pertinent at this point to refer to Storen’s remarks [5] where he stressed the
need to focus on simulations and the need to develop better models in order to deal with
not only the mechanics (estimates of punch load, etc. in which industry was more
interested) but also the metallurgical aspects of extrusion. In essence, he stressed the need
for a comprehensive theory which would be valid at all stages of product design. It is
noteworthy that Storen’s paper in 1992 was based on Bishop’s review [6] published as

8

early as 1957. Moreover, many advances have been made in the past two decades
especially in the areas of computational modeling and constitutive modeling.
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA), a method which originated in 1960’s, has
now become an integrated tool in engineering practice that has been applied to simulate
metal extrusion processes [7][8][9]. However, full scale 3-D simulations in metal forming
gained popularity in late 1990 [10] when great strides were made in computing
capabilities.
Coming to the numerical aspects of modeling/simulation, several approaches are
used – Lagrangian, Eulerian, updated Lagrangian, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
– each has its own strengths and weaknesses and computational demands in terms of run
time and computing power. A critical review of the aforementioned formulations (except
ALE) with special reference to metal extrusion is given by Abo-Elkhier et al [11]. An
important observation made by the authors is that Eulerian formulation is suitable for
extrusion. It is a well known that Lagrangian description is most suitable for solid
mechanics and for problems which do not involve excessive mesh distortion whereas
Eulerian mesh is best suited for flow simulations (fixed frame). Gadala et al [12] have
examined the preceding statement in their 2002 paper. Moreover, they have also
systematically treated the use of ALE 1 in metal forming in the same paper. Ghosh [14]
had earlier demonstrated the capabilities of using ALE to simulate elasto-viscoplastic
constitutive behavior of a generic aluminum alloy.
Van Rens [15] and Lof [16] made great contributions in modeling thin-walled
aluminum profiles. Van Rens dedicated considerable attention by improving meshing
1

A brief review of ALE method is given in reference 13
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algorithms. Lof, among other aspects, focused on accurate modeling of the bearing
channel. Lof also stressed that elastic stresses in the bearing are far too significant to be
ignored and thus, employed an elastic-viscoplastic constitutive model and an ALE mesh.
An important feature, however, of Van Rens work is the use of Eulerian mesh, treatment
of tool deformation and highlighting an avenue for texture prediction.
B.P.P.A Gouveia et al [18][19], have compared FE results of extrusion simulation
using updated Lagrangian & Lagrangian-Eulerian descriptions with experimentally
obtained strain & velocity fields. They have concluded that the Eulerian-Lagrangian
formulation is not only computationally efficient but also gives more accurate results
when modeling extrusion. It is important to note that their micro-hardness tests revealed a
discrepancy in measured and simulated strain field in the bearing area possibly due to
local softening of material. In their publication they have cited and confirmed a similar
finding by Sadok et al (not cited here) who attribute this behavior to change in texture,
microstructure or residual stress. This observation entails the use of advanced material
models to capture residual stresses and local instabilities. The work of Duan et al [19] and
Fiétier et al [20] give an idea of the current modeling capabilities. For a state-of-the-art
review and future of extrusion modeling, it is befitting at this point to refer to an article
by Moe et al [21] published in the proceedings of European Scientific Association for
Forming (ESAFORM) 2007.
2.3

Process Parameters
In layman terms, the process of extrusion primarily concerns metal flow, which in

turn depends on the factors pertaining to material, friction, ram speed, profile shape, and
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temperature. Kobayashi et al [7] (pg 39) lists the following process parameters which
influence the extrusion process.
1.

Area reduction or Extrusion Ratio (ER)

2.

Die geometry

3.

Extrusion velocity

4.

Lubrication

5.

Work piece material

6.

Billet dimensions
An industrial perspective in process control of direct and indirect extrusion of

aluminum alloys is given by Siegert [22] (pg 406). Sheppard et al [23] systematically
studied the flow pattern in direct and indirect extrusion of commercial pure aluminum
and concluded that flow is more homogeneous in indirect extrusion. However, they have
made other important observations pertaining to deformation, microstructure and process
parameters. They report that the origin of the extruded surface in indirect extrusion is in
the surface of the billet, which according to Geertruyden et al [24], is actually at the Dead
Metal Zone (DMZ) / shear zone interface and attributed to grain fragmentation. However
both [23] and [24] agree that there is a DMZ in indirect extrusion (Their definitions may
vary but the presented micrographs clearly show a stationary area at the die face). The
confusion regarding DMZ is due to Valberg’s claim (as cited in [24]).
In another paper, Sheppard et al [25] have discussed the relative merits and
demerits of indirect extrusion and performed experiments to study the extrusion pressure
and surface limiting factors. They reported a linear relationship between peak pressure
and ER (for constant initial billet temperature, ram speed, billet length), billet
temperature (for constant extrusion ratio & ram speed), ram speed (when billet &
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container were held at constant temperature). Thus, they proposed a generalized pressure
equation for direct and indirect extrusion in terms of Extrusion Ratio(ER) and the
parameters in the sine hyperbolic inverse constitutive relationship. Another remark by
Sheppard was that the peak pressure is caused by ease of dislocation mobility/thermally
activated processes, a remark confirmed by Zhou et al [26] using FE simulation to show
that temperature of the billet continues to rise gradually even after the peak pressure is
reached. It has to be noted that Zhou et al’s paper also challenges certain widely
accepted/prevalent beliefs regarding the ‘steadiness’ of extrusion process by early
researchers. Moreover they maintain that updated Lagrangian method is feasible to use
for simulations. Saha [27] has dealt with thermodynamics and die wear aspects of
extrusion. He has studied the variation of die exit temperature with ram speed for various
billet lengths, die surfaces, and die geometries (perimeter sizes). His observations are in
agreement with common observation and studies reported in the literature.
Flitta and Sheppard [28] studied friction and its relationship with initial billet
temperature. Citing their previous work they reported that peak pressure increases as
billet length increases. Their work reports that greater the initial billet temperature, lower
is the net temperature rise, ΔT 2. Moreover the most important feature of their work was
to prove that friction is not constant and proposed a relationship to dynamically account
for the frictions in the simulations.
Chanda et al [29] used FE simulations to show that isothermal extrusion (with
stepwise ram speed change) is economically beneficial compared to iso-speed extrusion
and results in uniform profile exit temperature and requires lower press capacity.
Isothermal extrusion was indeed developed to yield uniform exit temperature with the
2.

ΔT will increase if heat produced by deformation and friction exceeds the heat losses and vice-versa
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aim of preventing too-high temperature gradients which lead to profile distortion.
Moreover, according to [30] (page 221) a highly sensitive feedback control system is
needed for isothermal extrusion to be effective in industrial practice due to a delayed
response of exit temperature to a change in speed.
Mooi et al [31] used elasto-plastic & visco-plastic model to analyze die
deformation. They concluded that creep has a role in permanent deformation of dies but
they were unable to support their claim with shop floor data. Arif et al [32] have
presented a systematic and comprehensive study of die failure mechanisms in extrusion
industry. In another paper Qamar et al [33] studied the effect of ram speed, billet
material, extrusion ratio and pressure on DMZ. They used pure Al, Al 6063, Al 6063-T6,
SS 304 and Lead to represent a range of hard and soft materials. Their findings are in
agreement with known results from the literature. Li et al [34] have used FEA to predict
temperature at various ram speeds for Al 7075. Their conclusion regarding a linear
relationship between temperature increase and logarithmic ram speed, and that ram speed
has an influence on temperature evolution is in agreement with findings from the
literature. Moreover, an important feature of their work is to show that simulations are
inexpensive and a preferred alternative to actual press trials. Schikorra et al [35] has
shown that sticking friction dominates at billet-container interface using rod markers
inside the billet to study flow lines.
2.4

Texture Studies
It is well known that severe deformation of metals as in the case of extrusion

gives rise to texture development, or to a preferred grain orientation distribution in the
final product. Certain textures enhance the mechanical properties while on the other hand
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a strong preferred orientation will lead to anisotropy. The mechanism of slip and
twinning are primarily responsible for the formation of preferred orientations. Dieter [36]
observes that process variables such as ER, die angle in (extrusion), roll diameter (in
rolling operations), do not generally affect the texture. Hill [37] expanded his theory of
plasticity to account for anisotropy and predicted ‘earing’ in deep-drawing of a cup.
A review and critical discussion of macroscopic/phenomenological and
crystallographic theories is given by Sowerby and Johnson in their 1975 article [38]. A
systematic and comprehensive survey of prevalent models is given by Habraken [39] and
Grong et al [40]. Habraken has highlighted the deficiencies of classical macroscopic
models, however the focus of Habraken’s paper is on FEM coupled with crystal plasticity
whereas Grong et al focus on modeling the material response at the microscale using an
ISV material modeling approach. This approach gives a comprehensive and accurate
framework to model history effects in metals and relies very much on FEA for prediction
of material state during and after the extrusion process. Aukrust et al [41] simulated the
deformation texture in plane extrusion by extracting velocity gradient data from an
Eulerian code (FIDAP) and obtaining the strain history which was later input into the
Taylor model of crystal plasticity. Their simulation matched qualitatively with
experimental results. Kalidindi [42] proposed a modified framework for Taylor type
crystal plasticity model to simulate twinning phenomenon which plays a significant role
in the deformation of metals such as magnesium. Similarly, Marin et al [43] incorporated
elasticity effects in order to capture both anisotropy and residual stresses. Duan et al [44]
simulated the microstructure evolution in hot extrusion of AA 2014 and AA 2024. The
results of their study and their conclusions regarding process parameter were in
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agreement with experimental findings. Moreover, their simulations demonstrate that FEA
at both macro and micro level is an indispensable tool.
2.5

Experimental Verification
Extrusion simulation and experimental validation have been carried out [50] [51]

[52] with various levels of focus and computational considerations. A general thermomechanical validation is presented by Fiétier et al [20]. On a global level, with regard to
evaluating and benchmarking commercial extrusion simulation codes, the work by the
European scientific community through European Scientific Association for Forming
(ESAFORM) conferences and International Conference on Extrusion and Benchmark
(ICEB) is noteworthy. The most recent 2009 benchmark is presented by Donati et al [53].
The most comprehensive report of experience in undertaking experimental load and
pressure measurement studies together with modeling of the extrusion process is due to
Moe in his PhD thesis [56]. Koopman [55] in his PhD thesis has presented experimental
evidence and simulation results to provide insight into friction behavior at critical toolwork piece interfaces.
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CHAPTER III
LABORATORY-SCALE EXTRUSION EXPERIMENTS
3.1

Laboratory-Scale Extrusion Fixture
Following a trial-and-error procedure [56] a final fixture design for hot extrusion

was achieved which was capable of extruding 1.25” diameter x 1” height billets for
repeated trials. The following seven components constitute the final design (See Figure
3.1 below):
1.

Chamber ( split into top portion and bottom portion)

2.

Sleeve or liner

3.

Die

4.

Die holder

5.

Adapter

6.

Base

7.

Clamp
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Figure 3.1

Extrusion test preparation and setup on Instron 8850 machine

The schematic presented in Figure 3.2 below shows clearly the details of fixture
assembly on the Instron 8850 multi-axial test center. A heating furnace (shown in red in
Figure 3.2) was externally added to the machine in order to heat the assembly prior to
extrusion.
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Figure 3.2

Schematic of laboratory-scale fixture.

The above design of the fixture had two important features:
1.

Small-scale (In hindsight, this proved to be an advantage as will be
explained later in Section 3.4)

2.

Ease of disassembling, cleaning and re-assembling for repeated runs.
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3.2

Testing Protocol Development
With a reliable fixture design in place, the next step was to develop a testing

protocol to govern the execution of laboratory-scale extrusion tests. Extrusion is a
coupled thermo-mechanical process. Therefore, in order to validate the simulation model
and subsequently extract dependable results using ISV models, it is absolutely necessary
to validate both temperature and load evolution in the HyperXtrude model by comparing
with experimental measurements. A simulation is only as good as the simplifications and
boundary conditions used. A typical HyperXtrude model used in this work contains at
least 16 active faces for which friction coefficients, force/traction and temperature
boundary conditions have to be specified. This aspect will be explained in more detail in
Section 4.3.
However, it is absolutely imperative to execute - and not just, design - the
experiments with best possible repeatability. In the available literature the most
comprehensive report of experience in undertaking experimental load and pressure
measurement studies together with modeling of the extrusion process is due to Per
Thomas Moe’s PhD thesis [55].
The experiments carried out in this work are fully described in Section 3.6. While
a quick overview of the experiment scenario is given in Table 3.1 below. The
experimental data was analyzed and its credibility was established based on the validity
criterion presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1

Objectives of Extrusion Protocol

Purpose:

Goals

Conduct laboratory-scale indirect extrusion experiments to
obtain data for load on die face and temperature history in
the sleeve and die (Figure 3.2) by adhering to a testing
protocol
1. Protocol must be capable of providing repeatable data
for simple die geometries.
2. Use the experimental data as the means to test
commercial extrusion simulation code (HyperXtrude)
3. a. Develop a methodology to validate extrusion
simulations. The output of these simulations (velocity
gradients) is fed to a separate crystal plasticity code.
b. Test the crystal plasticity code for simple cases (Flat
dies and conical dies)
4. Extend the framework (understanding of simulation
boundary conditions and their effects, idea of process
monitoring data) to complicated industry-scale
profiles.

Measured output:

Load (on die face) and temperature history on the tooling

Process Parameters to be
controlled:

Billet length, Extrusion Ratio, Billet temperature, Ram
velocity.

Variables that Affect the
Quality of Data:

1. Room temperature of the laboratory can affect the
100% repeatability objective in temperature during
heat-up of the setup prior to extrusion.
2. Operator skill in cementing the thermocouples.
3. Thermocouple precision.
4. Tooling/fixture slack.

Determination of Validity 1. Repeatability and sanity checks.
2. Engineering reasoning.
of Output:
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3.3

Data Analysis and Quality Control - Experimentalist’s Perspective
Once the fixture design was finalized, a rigorous experiment execution procedure

was followed with the aim of achieving repeatability and validity in the testing results.
These efforts culminated into the establishment of an extrusion experiment protocol
(Appendix C) which helped to control the experiments and judge the quality of the
recorded load and temperature data. Moreover, each experiment was repeated at least
twice to ensure exact replication of the previous trial.
The output of the test is load vs. time curve and temperature history of the
thermocouples. Since we were dealing with fairly small dimensions it was found that
during billet heat up stage the recorded steady state pre-extrusion temperatures on the die
do not tend to be exactly repeatable 3, moreover, in each repetition these would stabilize
within +/- 50C of an average value. For every successful test the recorded load and
temperature data was assessed for validity based on accumulated experience of the
experimentalist and the modeler for the given process conditions. This data was then used
as a validation benchmark for extrusion simulations performed with HyperXtrude.
3.4

Compatibility of Data with Simulation code - Modeler’s Perspective
HyperXtrude code provides a dedicated set of thermo-mechanical boundary

conditions hence enabling the user to include as much physics as possible. Moreover, the
initial process conditions for the simulation are extremely critical to the validity of the
simulation results. As evident from Figure 3.3 below, data until point B is not compatible
with HyperXtrude due to its Eulerian (or control volume) framework which does not
allow for simulation of die filling stage.

3

. See “Variables that Affect the Quality of Data” in Table 1
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Point A: Ram ‘hits’ the extrusion fixture with set velocity
Point B: Upsetting/metal filling stage is over
Point C: Extrusion ends (ram stops)
Point D: Temperature data-logger shut off

Figure 3.3

Representative sample of experimental load and temperature data.[Data
shown here is for Al 1100 extrusion at 5 mm/min at target billet
temperature of 456 0C]

The author would like to reiterate that the design of extrusion experiments and
interpretation of recorded data was challenging, especially because it is a dynamic
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process influenced by friction and heat transfer. Friction cannot be measured in-situ [57].
Frictional forces increase the temperature of the billet and tooling. Moreover, along with
billet-tooling heat conduction; convection heat transfer plays a significant role at the
bearing exit; the film coefficient of which cannot be measured real-time. Furthermore,
approximations such as adiabatic or isothermal processing conditions are nothing but
absolute idealizations of the process which will always be short of reality.
The following points are noted from a general modeler’s perspective:
1.

The portion of recorded load and temperature data until the end of upsetting
period needs to be ignored because HyperXtrude neglects die filling stage. This
aspect is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Furthermore, in the present setup, the
bearing length of 0.0625 inches (1.5875 mm), still requires ‘filling up’ by the
billet. But, owing to the small dimension the filling-up stage was extremely
short.

2.

The experiments were executed in such a way that when the desired billet
temperature was reached, there was minimum time lapse in the run-up to actual
extrusion once the ram came in contact with the chamber. If there is considerable
delay then recorded temperature data will be misleading to the modeler because it
will show significant temperature rise due to heat conduction under ram load
rather than extrusion-attributable heat transfer.

3.

Initial temperature conditions, i.e tooling and billet temperature, are critical and
have a direct bearing on load computation and prediction. While, HyperXtrude
provides the flexibility to model temperature gradients in billet, it does not
provide the same option for tooling temperatures. The laboratory-scale fixture
used here is ‘miniature’ in size; in hindsight, this proved to be advantageous
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because uniform tooling temperature is a valid approximation. However, if the
full-scale thermo-mechanical simulation validation approach presented in this
thesis is extended to industry-scale or large-scale extrusion processes where
tooling is considered in the model, the modeler has to account for a minor loss of
load prediction accuracy because he/she has no option but to use average
temperature on tooling.
3.5

Elements of ‘Ideal’ Laboratory-Scale Extrusion Setup
The author recommends the following elements in an ideal extrusion test fixture

which is used to collect simulation-compatible load and temperature data.
1. Metal should not leak out or flow over the die. The extrusion setup used here
meant that the sleeve, together with billet and chamber moved together as a single
unit without any relative velocity as the billet collapsed by squeezing through the
die bearing. This setup had a modeling advantage when it came to prescribing
friction on billet outer surface in that full-stick friction – a general assumption
[54][58]– was not necessary, however, due to limitations on machining tolerances
a thin layer of metal extruded over the die as billet material tried to fill all possible
‘openings’ besides the bearing.
2. Force/pressure must be simultaneously measured at billet-die interface and
dummy block. From modeling experience, it was found that a combination of
both these experimental load measurements can aid the modeler in ‘wiser’ use of
stick/slip boundary condition at billet-die and billet-container interface.
3. Ram velocity should be measured as a function of time.
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4. Profile temperature should be measured with suitable equipment; preferably, in
the vicinity of bearing exit.
Recent developments with reference to international extrusion benchmark cases
and subsequent assessment of simulation codes are due to the European community
through the involvement of University of Dortmund (Germany) and University of
Bologna (Italy). The results of the latest benchmark are described by Donati et al [53]
3.6

Experiments Explained
The final rigid design of the extrusion fixture was able to withstand repeated

extrusion runs on billets of 1 inch length and 1.25 inch diameter. Experiments are
explained here in further detail with respect to plan, preparation and execution. Two
primary types of dies were designed for this thesis – Flat die and conical die. Figure 3.4
and Figure 3.5 show the details of flat die and conical die respectively. Note that ‘TC’
stands for ‘thermocouple’, and their respective placement in drilled holes at those
locations.

Figure 3.4

Details of flat die used for Al1100 and AM30 billets
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Figure 3.5

Details of conical die used for AZ 61 billets

High-temperature rated Omegabond 400 cement was used to keep the
thermocouples in place. Omegabond 400 is a powder that is mixed with water to form a
paste that solidifies after 10-12 hours of curing. Figure 3.6 below displays the AutoCAD
cut-section of the thermocouple placement in the flat die. Thermocouples are shown in
green while the cement is represented by pink dots.

Thermocouples
cemented in place

Figure 3.6

Cut-section schematic of thermocouple placement in flat die.
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3.6.1

Test Plan – Flat Die
Table 3.2 below shows the experiment plan for flat die with pre-extruded Al 1100

billets. The billets were supplied by Alcoa.
Table 3.2
Test
Name

Experimental test plan for Al1100 – flat die.
Extrusion
Ratio

Billet Temperature,
0
C

Ram
Velocity,
mm/min

Die
Type

Bearing
Dia.
(Inches)

Test 1
25
428
5
0.25
Flat
Test 2
25
428
10
0.25
Flat
Test 3
25
458
5
0.25
Flat
NOTE:
• Billets were of 1 inch length and 1.25 inch diameter made from Al 1100-F
• Butt length was 0.35 inches.
• Bearing length was 0.0625 inches

The test plan for Magnesium AM30 alloy is tabulated in Table 3.3 below.
Table 3.3
Test
Name

Experimental test plan for AM300 – flat die.
Extrusion
Ratio

Billet
Temperature,
0
C
455
455
455
455
455

Ram
Velocity,
mm/min
5
10
15
20
30

Die
Type

Bearing
Dia.
(Inches)
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

AM30_Test-1
25
Flat
AM30_Test-2
25
Flat
Test 3
25
Flat
Test 4
25
Flat
Test 5
25
Flat
NOTE:
• Out of the five tests, AM30_Test-1 and AM30_Test-2 were simulated in
HyperXtrude.
• Butt length was 0.5 inches for AM30_Test-1 while it was 0.2 inches for the rest.
• Bearing length was 0.0625 inches
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3.6.2

Conical Die
Table 3.4 below shows the experiment plan for conical die with magnesium AZ61

billets.
Table 3.4

Experimental test plan for AZ61 – conical die.

Test
Name

Ram
Billet
AZ61 Billet
Extrusion
Temperature, Velocity,
ConfiguraRatio
0
C
(mm/min)
tion

Test 1

Cylindrical

6.25

460

Test 2

Cylindrical
with Pocket

6.25

460

Die
Type

Bearing
Dia.
(Inches)

5

Conical

0.5

5

Conical

0.5

Note:
• Butt lengths were 0.25 and 0.2 inches for test 1 and test 2, respectively.
• Bearing length was 0.0625 inches

The AZ 61 billet configurations in Table 3.4 above refer to configurations
presented in Figure 3.7 below.

Figure 3.7

(a) Configuration with taper (or pocket) (b) Configuration without taper
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Owing to Eulerian implementation of HyperXtrude, the configuration with taper
(Figure 3.7(a), Test 2 in Table 3.4) is fit to be modeled in HyperXtrude. Whereas, the
other configuration (Figure 3.7 above) is suited for modeling in a Lagrangian code. Note
that the details of the comparison are presented in Appendix 2.
3.6.3

Test Preparation and Execution
Prior to every extrusion test the bearing channel was freshly polished to 4000

grits. With repeated experiment runs the bearing diameter increased slightly (from 0.25
inches to ~ 0.257 inches) due to removal of metal by polishing after the end of each test.
This aspect was ignored when the experiments were modeled in HyperXtrude.
Temperature was measured with four ungrounded K-type thermocouples placed inside
the die (at respective locations in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 above) and the temperature
data was recorded by a compatible 4-channel data-logger. The die thermocouples were
held in place by an air-set cement paste rated for high-temperature applications. The
cement had a setting time of 12 hrs, followed by 1 hour of baking at 1000 C using a heat
gun. It was necessary to use cement in order to avoid the thermocouple’s tip from losing
contact with metal. Thermocouples were selected that had minimum drift and maximum
stability in prolonged high temperature measurement service. Before the extrusion test
was ready for setup, the die was carefully transported -with thermocouples intact -to the
laboratory and the remaining components of the fixture were assembled on top of the
rigid base member of the Instron 8850 machine. The billet was coated with graphite paste
as lubricant. However, from modeling point of view the lubrication aspect does not have
much value because with flat dies, dead metal zones were still observed in optical
microscopy images and thus, modeled as full-stick friction at billet-die interface.
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Essentially, the objective was to capture the stationary zone [23] [24] in front of the die.
The die used was machined from H-13 tool steel and was heat treated. The components
of the extrusion fixture and its assembly were shown in Figure 3.1.
A rigorous experiment execution procedure was followed with the aim of
achieving repeatability and validity in the testing results. These efforts culminated into
the establishment of a laboratory-scale extrusion experiment protocol which enabled a
tight control over sources of uncertainty and error in recorded data. The ‘tight control’
was necessary because the load and temperature data was to be used in one-on-one full –
scale simulation and validation of the experiments. Moreover, each experiment was
repeated at least twice to ensure exact replication of the previous trial. Before establishing
the protocol, experiments were repeated 4-5 times to fully understand the parameters that
affect repeatability and validity of the data.
The ram was brought down inside the furnace until it was 0.2 inches above the
chamber. After which the furnace front cover and top insulation was put in place, care
was taken that the sleeve thermocouples were not disturbed and that their tip stayed in
contact with the metal. Prior to extruding, the whole assembly was heated to a prescribed
temperature (as per the experiment plan), that thermally softened the billet. The billet
temperature could not be measured real-time during extrusion therefore ‘static’ heat-up
tests were performed with thermocouples inside the billet to conclude that the sleeve
temperature could be safely used as the reference for the corresponding billet
temperature. Furnace was set 50-700C above the target billet temperature, depending on
test conditions. Heat-up continued until TC 1 and TC 2 reached the target temperature
and remained steady for at least 30 minutes. The whole extrusion process could be
classified as “Indirect Extrusion”.
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The output of the test is load vs. time curve and temperature history of the
thermocouples. It was found that the recorded pre-extrusion steady state temperatures on
the die do not tend to be exactly repeatable, moreover, in each repetition these would
stabilize within +/- 50C of an average value.
For every successful test the recorded load and temperature data was assessed for
reliability based on accumulated experience of the experimentalist and the modeler for
the given process conditions. This data was then used as a validation benchmark for
extrusion simulations performed with HyperXtrude. This code provides a dedicated set of
thermo-mechanical boundary conditions hence enabling the user to include as much
physics as possible. Moreover, the initial process conditions for the simulation –such as,
billet temperature gradient – are extremely critical to validity of the simulation result.
3.7

Experimental Results
The extrusion load and temperature histories recorded for extrusion tests as per

the test plan are presented systematically for the various lightweight alloys.
3.7.1

Al1100-Flat Die
Figure 3.8 below shows the result of TEST 1, TEST 2 and TEST 3 for Al 1100.

The respective load comparisons reflect the effect of changing ram velocity and initial
billet temperature. The region OA, in Figure 3.8(a) is attributed to tooling slack and
upsetting.
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Figure 3.8

Comparison of loads for Al1100 tests (measured at billet-die interface)

It is obvious that upsetting does not take place until the slack is completely
overcome. Moreover, upsetting part can be assumed to continue a little further beyond
point A into the AB region in form of bearing fill-up. Point B corresponds to
breakthrough load, when flow stress is exceeded locally, in this case at billet-die
interface, and metal begins to flow under ram load. Figure 3.9 below, shows the
temperature history recorded for the respective tests.
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Figure 3.9

(a-c) Temperature histories of respective Al1100 – flat die extrusion tests.
Recall the position of thermocouples from Figure 3.4.

Regarding a discussion of temperature histories, it suffices to say that the
temperature pattern recorded by thermocouples for each test is a ‘signature’ of the
combination of process conditions (ram velocity and billet temperature) and material’s
physical property (thermal conductivity). A detailed analysis for temperature history is
given in the next section in the context of AM30 extrusion.
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3.7.2

AM30-Flat Die
Based on the experiment plan in Table 3.3, the results of AM30_Test-1 are

plotted in Figure 3.10 below. Relative to aluminum (Figure 3.8), for the same billet
temperature and ram velocity, AM30 alloy needs almost 60% more force to extrude
because of its inherent mechanical properties.

Figure 3.10

Load (at billet-die interface) and temperature history for AM30_Test-1 .
Note that butt-length is 0.5 inches.

Figure 3.11 below shows the test results for AM30_Test-2. Due to the higher ram
speed the breakthrough load is almost 10% higher compared to AM30_Test-1. Owing to
the slower speed of extrusion, die temperatures (TC3 and TC 4) in Figure 3.10(b) climb
steadily and decrease as extrusion progresses. The temperature rise is due to heat
generated by plastic deformation and is always counteracted by convection heat loss from
the profile which extrudes out to ambient temperature.
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Figure 3.11

Load (at billet-die interface) and temperature history for AM30_Test-2.
Note that butt length is 0.2 inches.

However, with higher ram velocity, as evident from Figure 3.11(b) above, the rate
of temperature rise is more sluggish even though it is obvious that heat generation is
more due to higher ram velocity. The sluggishness can be attributed to thermal
conductivity of the alloy. The thermal conductivity of AM30 is low –nearly a third of
Al1100 –which hampers the ‘prompt’ flow of heat into the die. This fact was validated in
the simulations by the use of higher convection coefficient at billet-die interface, when
compared to the simulation model for Al1100 experiments. Another explanation –based
on observation in [59] for aluminum that increasing the ram speed leads to higher profile
temperature –is that extruding magnesium at higher rates leads to more heat channeling
out through the extruding profile rather than significantly contributing to increase in die
temperature. A bold conclusion can thus be proposed, thermal fatigue would no be severe
with magnesium extrusion. Nonetheless, it has to be pointed out that there was a
limitation to the sampling rate of temperature data-logger which was 1 per second; this
may have slightly distorted the ‘real’ temperature history in Figure 3.11(b). Based on raw
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data, Figure 3.12 below shows the results of load measurement at billet-die interface for
AM30 extrusion tests with varying ram velocity (at same billet temperature). To aid in
one-on-one comparison the edited curves are shown in Figure 3.13, by neglecting the
upsetting/filling stage. It is clear that increasing the ram speed leads to increasing the load
required to extrude. However, it has to be noted that the ‘bump’ in load corresponding to
breakthrough load becomes prominent as extrusion speed increases. One possible origin
of that can be in the thermal softening of the alloy due to dynamic recrystallization.

Figure 3.12

(Raw Data) Effect of varying ram velocity for constant billet temperature
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Figure 3.13
3.7.3

Effect of varying ram velocity for constant billet temperature

AZ 61 – Conical Die
Recall that in Section 3.6.2 it was made clear that TEST 2 is the focus of

HyperXtrude modeling. Figure 3.14 below shows the result of TEST 2 (Table 3.4) for AZ
61 billet with pocket (Figure 3.7). The load comparison includes the measured load from
TEST1 to give an idea of the effect of having a billet pocket. When a billet pocket is
used, the breakthrough load is reached much earlier because the metal does not have to
deform through the converging cone portion. Therefore, the extent of plastic deformation
is not as severe. Die thermocouples, TC3 and TC4 record a decrease in temperature as the
pocket extrudes. Nonetheless, as seen with AM30 in previous section, the low thermal
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conductivity of AZ61-which is even lower than AM30 [63] -seems to play a role in
limiting the rate at which heat flows to the die.

Figure 3.14

(a) Load comparison between TEST 1 and TEST 2
history in TEST 2

(b) Temperature

(Note that the length of cylindrical portion of the billet is shorter compared to TEST 1)

Figure 3.15

Temperature history for TEST 1
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From Figure 3.15 above, it has to be noted that plastic deformation and therefore
heat generation is clearly apparent with non-pocket billet. Furthermore, in TEST2 the
starting die temperatures are at ~ 4160C, 150C higher compared to TEST1, because the
presence of billet pocket lead to better thermal conductivity during heat-up prior to
extrusion.
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CHAPTER IV
HyperXtrude SIMULATIONS - BASICS
4.1

Introduction to the Solver and its Capabilities
HyperXtrude is a commercial extrusion-dedicated simulation software developed

by Altair Inc. to investigate die design and material flow in the extrusion process of
metals and polymers. The purpose of this tool is to enable die designers and production
engineers to accurately model the thermo-mechanical behavior of the billet material and
thus validate die designs in early stages with the intention of reducing and/or eliminating
costly die trials. Die trial is a prevalent practice in the industry which is marked by
expensive time-consuming die iterations aimed at producing balanced material flow with
minimum profile distortion. Some of the features of a typical die trial are as follows 4:
1. Wastage of billet material.
2. Possible damage to the die due to wear.
3. Production halts.
4. Delay in product delivery.
Furthermore, small to medium scale extruders leave the production to die
correctors who are ‘elite’ and intuitive in their trade owing to years of experience. In
other words, die correctors flourish due to their ‘tribal knowledge’, a standard term in
Quality Engineering circles.

4

. Personal correspondence - Kadir Hashim Derman, Die Sales Manager, 4 El Kalp, Turkey.
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Key features of HyperXtrude include 5:
1. Extrusion-specific Graphical User Interface.
2. Ability to analyze extrusion of metals, polymers, pastes and ceramics.
3. Built-in module for tool deflection analysis to predict die deflection and tooling
stresses.
4. Automatic creation of Radioss data deck to perform more accurate tool stress
analysis and fatigue calculations.
5. Capable of modeling co-extrusion of two or more materials
6. Integrated with HyperStudy for optimization of die bearing, porthole and pocket
shapes.
Benefits of using HyperXtrude5:
1. Minimize die design time and cost: Robust, reliable and efficient computer
simulation provides insight and direction before cutting dies and press set-up.
2. Design robust die assemblies: Accurately predict tooling deflection and stresses
due to extrusion loads to optimize die designs
3. Visualize material flow: Understand extrusion material flow, temperatures,
pressures and forces
4. Minimize weld scrap: Calculates transverse weld length to minimize weld scrap
5. Reduce cost: Through virtual validation, reduce die trials to save valuable time and
money.
6. Increase productivity: Through all these above benefits, increase overall
productivity.

5

. HyperXtrude Users Manual, Ver. 10.0, Altair Engineering Inc., Troy, MI.
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HyperXtrude is a finite-element based code designed to model/simulate the nonisothermal material flow during metal extrusion. The code uses an Eulerian formulation
of the fundamental differential equations that govern flow and heat transfer of nonNewtonian incompressible viscous fluids. As such, the code uses a fixed-space control
volume representation of the problem domain through which the material flows as it is
extruded through the tooling. Hence, the code does not capture the transient aspects (load
and temperature) of the process as the material fills the die (pocket and bearing area). In
this respect, HyperXtrude users need to set-up their simulation model to include the
extended flow domain to represent the bearing area and profile.
The material library in the current version of the code considers Sine Hyperbolic
Inverse, Metal-forming Power Law hardening and Norton-Hoff model. No provision for
internal state variable models is presently available in the code. A typical flow-stress
model, which is employed in this work, is the sine hyperbolic inverse model given by:
1/ n


1
−1  Z 
σ = sinh   ,
α
 A  

 Q 
Z = ε exp

 Rθ 

(4.1)

where: n, Q, A, R and α are material parameters. The values for these parameters
for a number of common materials are embedded in the code. The aspects of the above
material model are explained in Section 5.2 (Constitutive model)
4.2

Problem Setup Methodology
Figure 4.1 below is a self-explanatory schematic of the methodology followed in

setting-up the simulations and analyzing the results. Note, every step and sub-step in
Figure 4.1was adhered to as a matter of habit.
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Figure 4.1

HyperXtrude simulation setup methodology
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4.3

Understanding the Boundary Conditions
Table 4.1 below gives the self-explanatory guide to the use of boundary

conditions (BCs) in HyperXtrude (HX). The remarks column serves to provide insight
into the correct use of BCs to produce credible results. For every single face in the model,
one of these BCs was selected appropriately.
Table 4.1

Understanding Boundary Conditions in HyperXtrude

HyperXtrude(HX)
BC type

Input Data
1.

Solid-Fluid Interface
(SFI)

2.

Remarks

Friction: Coulomb,
slip Velocity, Power
Law, Viscoplastic
No Friction

X, Y, Z Slip velocity or
X,Y,Z traction force

When “No Friction” is selected user
can use a combination of traction and
velocity. This is useful especially at
dummy block face of the model.

Heat Flux or constant
temperature or heat
convection coefficient

1. Choice of the appropriate thermal
BC is affected by type of analysis
(transient or steady),
inclusion/exclusion of tooling.
2. If tooling is included, a
‘representative 6’ value for
convection coefficient has to be
used to simulate for work piece to
tooling heat transfer
Has to be strictly specified at dummy
block face. Elsewhere it is computed
by the code.

Strain

Tool Surface

Contrary to its implication “No
Friction” in HX implies Full-stick
friction (if all velocities are set to
zero)

X, Y, Z Slip velocity or
traction force
Heat Flux or constant
temperature or heat
convection coefficient

6

Used only when tooling is included in
the model, on external tool surfaces.

. In context of thermal validation in this thesis, this value was iteratively fine-tuned starting from
‘representative’ value to replicate thermocouple measurements.
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Table 4.1(continued)
Free Surface

Heat Flux or constant
temperature or heat
convection coefficient (and
convection temperature)

1. Used on profile free surface.
Profile distortion can be
simulated if desired.
2. An iteratively fine-tuned
convection coefficient was used
in this work to simulate
convection heat loss from exiting
profile.

Outflow

X, Y, Z velocity or X,Y,Z
traction force
Heat Flux or constant
temperature
Exit pressure

Inflow

X, Y, Z velocity or X,Y,Z
traction force
Heat Flux or constant
temperature
Exit pressure
Strain
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1. Used on dummy block face.
Appropriate for steady state
analysis
2. Although user has the flexibility
to use traction in any of X, Y
and Z directions, it was to be
noted that HX will force the
metal to slip in the direction of
specified traction.
Hence, good judgement must be
exercised before using traction in
Inflow BC.

Table 4.1(continued)
Solid Wall

1. Friction: Coulomb, slip
Velocity, Power Law,
Viscoplastic.
2. No Friction
X, Y, Z Slip velocity or X,Y,Z
traction force

1. Recall the remarks regarding
“No Friction” under SFI
boundary condition.
2. Appropriate for models where
there are no tool components.

Heat Flux or constant
temperature or heat
convection coefficient
Bearing Profile
Friction: Coulomb, slip
Velocity, Viscoplastic

1. Used for accurate modeling of
stick-slip friction and heat
transfer in bearing land.

Z Slip velocity
Heat Flux or heat convection
coefficient (and convection
temperature)

4.4

2. SFI can also be used instead of
Bearing Surface BC.

Model Generation and Practical Considerations
Table 5 presents some observations related to HyperXtrude simulation model

creation that were recorded during the course of this work. The table is self-explanatory
and can be viewed as an important ‘caveats guide’ in the usage of this code.
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Table 4.2

Practical considerations in model creation stage

Step in
Simulation
Process
CAD creation
stage

Practical
Consideration
(What choice to
make?)
1. Creation
of a.
shared surfaces (or
using booleans) at
various interfaces
(such as billetb.
container
interface).
(Requires careful
consideration when
tooling is included
in the model)

Meshing stage

Remarks
(How will it affect?)

Eventually leads to meshing stage where the
modeler has to select between matched mesh
(i.e common shared node at interface) or
mismatched mesh.
Matched mesh/ or shared nodes must be
avoided at billet-container interface to avoid
mesh distortion and computation crashes.

c.

Mismatched mesh requires care in assigning
BC contact pairs.

d.

For matched meshes, convection co-efficient is
computed automatically by the software,
whereas it has to be manually imposed in case
of mismatched mesh.

2. Level of die a.
geometry details in
the model.

The idea is to be able to capture flow behavior
when certain minute details of die such as
fillets, chamfers are compromised in simulation
model owing to meshing considerations.

Tetrahedral (TET)
or Hexahedral
(HEX) elements.

a.

HyperXtrude’s automatic meshing is very good
with generating instant TET mesh. HEX
meshing requires more man-hours.

b.

Particle tracing7 data support is not available
for TET elements. Pressure smoothening is not
applied for HEX mesh.

7

. Particle Tracing module in HyperXtrude generates a data file which gives a record of field quantities at
every time step in the simulation. These files were used to prepare data decks for evolving material state
as mentioned in Section 1.3 (Research Approach)
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Table 4.2 (Continued)
Prescribing BCs

4.5

See Table 4.1

a.

See ‘Remarks’ in Table 4.1

b.

See ‘Best Practices’ in Section 4.5 below

Best Practices
It is pertinent to draw attention to remarks made in the preceding section. Any

simulation is as good as the user’s judgment in modeling the physical phenomenon and
expertise in using the software for producing dependable results. Following are some
simulation best practices that were developed from experience and religiously followed
during the course of this work:
1. Shared nodes at billet-container interface were avoided to prevent mesh distortion
which eventually caused the computation to crash.
2. To save time, half models were simulated instead of full-scale 3600 models.
Nonetheless, once a half model was validated with experiments, a full 3600 model
was also run to check for precision.
3. All models were post-processed in an exploded view. This helps to reveal ‘hot
spots’ at concealed interface surfaces.
4. Keen attention was given to the contour plots in order to ensure that there were no
singularities. Singularities occur due to coarse mesh and were found to be
common in pressure field. Furthermore, wedge shaped models (while taking
advantage of rotational symmetry) need adequately fine mesh to avoid numerical
singularities in the vicinity of edge of symmetry.
5. In accordance with HyperXtrude Meshing Guidelines, sufficient number of
elements was employed in bearing region to avoid flow choking.
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6. In HyperView, while post-processing every single simulation, CFD streamlines of
material flow were plotted at critical interfaces to gain insight into the use of force
traction and stick/slip friction boundary condition at their respective locations.
7. Boundary condition and material data block in grf files and entire contents of tcl
files created (at the end of step 2 Figure 4.1) were manually double-checked
before submitting to the solver. In tcl file, values of billet temperature and sleeve
diameter were often found to be populated with respective default values rather
that what was input by user, hence it needed to be manually rectified.
8. With the above mentioned points in mind, for beginners, it is recommended that
they pick a simple simulation model and run a battery of parametric studies of
boundary conditions (especially, thermal BCs) and their effects. In this regard,
138 transient simulation test cases were run and systematically documented
before commencing actual validation of experimental data
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CHAPTER V
HyperXtrude SIMULATIONS - THE VALIDATION EFFORT
5.1

Simulation Model and Boundary Conditions
The details of the simulation model for flat die and conical die experiments are

presented in this section. Bearing and profile solid geometry is included in the model
along with tooling and billet. Furthermore, the mesh created from billet, bearing and
profile solids constitutes the flow mesh. Boundary conditions on the flow mesh side of
the model are critical to the validity of the simulation results. Before proceeding further
with the simulation model, the following points must be noted:
1.

Assumptions:
•

Bearing is already filled with metal at the beginning of simulation. This is the
built-in approximation in HyperXtrude code as pointed out earlier.

•

There is no temperature gradient in the tooling (i.e. die and sleeve are at uniform
temperature). Tooling temperature is based on average data recorded by
thermocouple pairs TC 1/TC 2 on the sleeve, and TC 3/TC 4 inside the die.
However, since HyperXtrude is a coupled thermo-mechanical code, without a
reasonably accurate starting value for tooling temperature, simulations can be
rendered unreliable and invalid no matter how accurate the boundary conditions
are.
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2.

Boundary Conditions(BCs):
Hot metal forming processes are typically modeled as coupled thermo-mechanical
problems; as such, specification of BCs for the numerical solution of joint
mechanical and thermal problem can be very involved. In general, the simulation
results are dependant on user’s experience and judgement with the simulation tool,
this is especially true when the user has to select friction model/coefficients and
convection coefficients at interfaces. The boundary conditions tables that will follow
in the remainder of this chapter are bound to raise inquisitive questions. Hence, the
author would suggest the paper [57] “Accuracy, reliability and validity of finite
element analysis in metal forming: a user's perspective”. Even more motivating
discussion of the complexities is available in Chapter 2 (section 2.3, 2.4) of Per
Thomas Moe’s thesis [55]. For this work, the following ‘6-Step’ approach was
developed to tackle the specification of convetion film coefficient at tool-workpiece
interfaces:
Step 1. Run a fully adiabatic simulation and probe the temperature history at
nodal locations in the model corresponding to the actual placement of
thermocouples in the experiment.
Step 2. Start by an arbitrary value of film coefficient at billet-container interface.
Run the simulation and observe the change in temperature history in
comparison with step 1. Also, make a note of the breakthrough load.
Step 3. Now, prescribe an arbitrary value at billet-die interface (while suppressing
heat transfer at billet-container interface). Run the simulation and compare
with step 1 and step 2. Also, make a note of breakthrough load.
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Step 4. Now, suppress the film coefficients in step 2 and step 3. Prescribe a new
coefficient to simulate profile cooling. Run the simulation and postprocess the temperature history and observe how it has changed in
comparison with step 1.
Step 5. Prescribe a combination of film coefficients at billet-container, billet-die
interface and profile surface. Observe the effect on the new temperature
history.
Step 6. Experiment with various combinations and zero-in on the best. The ‘best’
combination is the one which accurately predicts the load assuming all
other force and friction boundary conditions are valid / permissible.
The process is extremely time consuming but it pays off in terms of ‘standardization’
because in subsequent validation tests, only and only profile convection heat loss
was varied as will be seen in boundary condition tables in this section.
3.

Process Conditions:
Process conditions are the initial conditions that are used in the computation and
they were set corresponding to the experiments. The ram acceleration time in the
simulation was set to the time that roughly corresponds to breakthrough load.
Tooling and billet temperatures are specified along with butt length and ram
velocity. In order to account for internall heat generation in the code, it is assumed
that 90% of the work is converted into heat.

5.1.1

Al 1100 – Flat Die
Figure 5.1 below shows the 3-D model of Al1100 flat-die experiments. The model

consists of sleeve, die, billet, bearing and profile. For the purposes of saving simulation
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time and taking advantage of symmetry, a half model was simulated rather that a full
360-degree model. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, the results of both of these
models were compared later; less than 1% difference in results was found with identical
mesh size in both cases.

Sleeve
(Container)

Die

Billet

Profile
Bearing

Figure 5.1

Simulation model for Al1100 - flat die experiments

Table 5.1 below contains the major boundary conditions for the Al1100
experiments. It has to be noted that, using simulation model for Al1100-TEST1 (Table
3.2) as the ‘mule’ model, the values of friction and convection film coefficients at billetdie interface and billet-sleeve interface were iteratively ‘optimized’ and thus finalized.
Thereafter, these values were held constant for the remaining models of Al1100
experiments (TEST2 and TEST3). However, the convection heat loss from the profile
had to be fine-tuned between the tests. This is permissible because each test produced a
‘signature’ temperature history which was a function of heat generation by both friction
and plastic deformation, counteracted by convection heat loss from profile surface.
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Besides ambient temperature which is nearly constant, the rate of heat loss from profile
depends on profile temperature which in turn is determined by the process conditions. For
example, comparing TEST1 and TEST2 in Figure 3.9, higher ram velocity in TEST2
resulted in higher temperature rise in die (thermocouples TC3 and TC4) due to more
friction and severe plastic deformation.
Table 5.1

Boundary conditions - Al1100 – flat die experiments

Region
[HyperXtrude BC
type ID]
External surfaces of
Die and Sleeve
[ToolSurface]

Heat flux = 0
(Since the length of bearing is
very small and the material is in
contact for a very short time)

Billet-Die
interface[SolidFluid
Interface

Convection Coefficient,
h = 90008 W/m2K

Profile free
surface[FreeSurface]

Mechanical Boundary
Condition
Die – Stationery Elastic
Sleeve – Moving Rigid

Heat flux = 0

Bearing-Die
interfac[SolidFluid
Interface e

Billet-Sleeve
interface[SolidFluid
Interface

8

Thermal Boundary Condition

Viscoplastic friction,
µ = 0.9

Full-stick friction on flow mesh
side to simulate dead metal zone.
X Velocity=0, Y Velocity =0 Z
traction = 0 (On flow mesh)
(Unlike the full-stick friction
observation at billet-container
interface [54][58], the BC we used
is characteristic to our test setup.)

Convection Coefficient,
h = 222 W/m2K

Convection Coefficient,
h = 350 – 700 W/m2K
(Varies from test to test and
depends on process parameters)

2

X traction = 0, Y traction = 0
and Z traction = 0

Industry is known to use a general value of 3000W/ m K. The value used here is merely the

value that worked best for the small-scale setup.
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5.1.2

AM30 – Flat Die
The simulation model used is quarter model comprising of 185,000 Tetrahedral

elements. Figure 5.2 below shows the meshed model. Anisotropy of magnesium is
ignored due to the limitations of HyperXtrude code. Magnesium alloys exhibit different
strength in longitudinal and transverse direction [63].

Figure 5.2

Simulation model for AM30 – flat die experiments

Table 5.2 below shows the boundary conditions for simulating the AM30
extrusion tests using a flat die. To get a better correlation with experimental load, fullsliding friction had to be used in the bearing. Friction coefficients, in general, are based
on user input [57], while the Convection coefficient was ‘fine-tuned’ to reproduce the
trend observed in experimental data.
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Table 5.2

Boundary conditions - AM30 – flat die experiments

Region
[HyperXtrude BC
type ID]
External surfaces of
Die and Sleeve
[ToolSurface]
Bearing-Die
interface
[SolidFluid
Interface]
Billet-Die interface
[SolidFluid
Interface]

Billet-Sleeve
interface[SolidFluid
Interface]

Profile free surface
[FreeSurface]

5.1.3

Thermal Boundary Condition

Mechanical Boundary
Condition

Heat flux = 0

Die – Stationery Elastic
Sleeve – Moving Rigid

Heat flux = 0
(Since the length of bearing is very
small and the material is in contact
for a very short time)

Slip Velocity Model,
µ=0
(Sliding)

Convection Coefficient,
h = 25000 W/m2K

Full-stick friction on flow mesh
side to simulate dead metal zone.

Convection Coefficient,
h = 280 W/m2K

Convection Coefficient,
h = 385W/m2K (For AM30_Test-1)
h = 900W/m2K (For AM30_Test-2)
(Varies from test to test and
depends on process parameters)

X Velocity=0, Y Velocity =0
Z traction = 0 (On flow mesh)
(Unlike the full-stick friction
observation at billet-container
interface [54][58], the BC we
used is characteristic to our test
setup.)
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0
and Z traction = 0

AZ 61 – Conical die
Figure 5.3 below shows the meshed simulation model of AZ61 experiments and

its various components. Note that anisotropy of magnesium is ignored due to the
limitations of HyperXtrude code. Magnesium alloys exhibit different strength in
longitudinal and transverse direction [63].
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Figure 5.3

Simulation model for AZ61 - conical die experiments

Table 5.3 below presents the important boundary conditions used in the
HyperXtrude model.
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Table 5.3

Boundary conditions - AZ61 – conical die experiments

Region
[HyperXtrude BC
type ID]
External surfaces of
Die and Sleeve
[ToolSurface]
Bearing-Die interface
[SolidFluid Interface]
Pocket-Die interface
[SolidFluid Interface]

Die – Stationery Elastic
Sleeve – Moving Rigid

Heat flux = 0
Heat flux = 0
(Since the length of bearing is
very small and the material is in
contact for a very short time)
Convection Coefficient,
h = 300 W/m2K

Billet-Container
interface
[SolidFluid Interface]

Convection Coefficient,
h = 50 W/m2K

Profile free surface
[FreeSurface]
DummyBlock End
[SolidFluid Interface]

Convection Coefficient,
h = 510 W/m2K

5.2

Mechanical Boundary
Condition

Thermal Boundary Condition

Heat Flux = 0

Coulomb friction,
µ = 0.9
Full-stick friction on flow mesh
side to simulate dead metal zone.
X Velocity=0, Y Velocity =0
Z traction = 0 (On flow mesh)
(Unlike the full-stick friction
observation at billet-container
interface [54][58], the BC we
used is characteristic to our test
setup.)
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0
and Z traction = 0
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0,
Z Velocity = 5

Constitutive model
For the current version of the code, Sine Hyperbolic Inverse law is among the

material models being implemented in HyperXtrude solver. This law, by far, is the most
widely used [60] to describe thermo-viscoplastic behavior of metals during hot
deformation and can be written as follows:
σ=

 Z 1 / n 
1
sinh −1   ,
α
 A  

 Q 
Z = ε exp

 Rθ 

(5.1)

Where: σ is the stress, Z is the Zener-Hollomon parameter, A, is the reciprocal
strain factor, n, is the stress exponent, α, is the stress multiplier, ε , is the strain rate, Q, is
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the apparent activation energy, R, is the universal gas constant and θ, is the absolute
temperature. HyperXtrude has a built-in material database that provides sine hyperbolic
law parameters for a wide variety of materials.
5.2.1

Al 1100 Material Model
Table 5.4 below shows the material parameters for Al1100 used in the simulation

model. These parameters were taken directly from HyperXtrude material database.
Table 5.4

Parameters for sine hyperbolic inverse material model for Al-1100
Parameter

Term

Unit

Value

Stress component
Activation energy
Reciprocal Strain factor
Universal gas constant
Stress multiplier

n
Q
A
R
α

J/mol
J/mol K
MPa-1

5.66
158300
5.177E+10
8.314
0.045

Figure 5.4 below shows the flow stress as function of strain rate and temperature
(Kelvin) obtained from Equation (1) using the material parameters given in Table 5.4
above.
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Figure 5.4
5.2.2

Flow stress data for Al1100 (from HyperXtrude database)

AZ61 Material Model
The values for these parameters for AZ61 used in the present simulations were

obtained from Slooff, et al. [61] and are shown in Table 5.5. Digitized Stress-Strain data
from the paper is presented in Figure 5.5 below. This figure also shows the quality of
data-fit of the material model using the parameters from Table 5.5
Table 5.5

Parameters for the sine hyperbolic inverse material model for AZ61
Parameter

Term

Unit

Value

Stress exponent
Activation energy
Reciprocal Strain factor
Universal gas constant
Stress multiplier

n
Q
A
R
α

J/mol
sec-1
J/mol K
MPa-1

5.30
115000
7.937×1011
8.314
0.004
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Figure 5.5

Quality of data-fit for AZ 61 material parameters

Note that for constant strain rate, the model behaves as perfect inelastic material
(no hardening). To capture the softening response (dynamic recrystallization) shown by
the data Slooff et al [61] made parameter “A” as a function of strain, and determined
discrete points of this function by analysis of experimental data. Experimental data shows
that steady-state stress is not reached until about 60% strain. From a material-modeling
point of view, the constitutive relationship should then be strain-dependant.
The value of “A” from Slooff et al [61] as a function of strain at discrete points is
shown by square symbols in Figure 5.6 below. Hence, in this work, instead of using a
constant value of parameter A, a regression type equation (Eq. 5.2) was used to capture
the strain dependence. Figure 5.6 below also shows the data-fit achieved.
Α = Αˆ (ε ) = Αε s −1 ,

ln A ε = c1 + c2

1
[1 + tanh(c3 (ε − c4 ))]
2

Where the parameters ci have the values: c1=26.2, c2=2.88, c3=3.80, c4=0.60
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(5.2)

Figure 5.6
5.2.2.1

Regression fit for parameter A to model non-steady stress
Modified Strain-Dependent Constitutive Model for AZ61

Having the material parameter “A” as a function of strain allows the model to
capture stress softening response observed in experimental stress-strain curves. Such a
fitting is plotted in Figure 5.7 below. Simulation results using A=constant and A=A(ε) for
both these models are compared in Section 5.3.2.

Figure 5.7

Stress-Strain response with modified AZ61 constitutive model
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5.2.3

AM30 Material Model
AM30 is a more recent material [62], disclosed in 2007. For this work the thermal

properties were obtained from [63] while stress Stress-Strain data at 4540C and different
strain rates were obtained from a related project using in-house testing facilities. Material
parameters for HyperXtrude-compatible constitutive model (Eqn. 5.1) were fit using an
in-house fitting and optimization routine created with MATLAB. The computed values
are tabulated in Table 5.6 below and the fitting is shown in Figure 5.8 below.
Table 5.6

Parameters for the sine hyperbolic inverse material model for AM30
Parameter
Stress exponent
Activation energy
Reciprocal Strain factor
Universal gas constant
Stress multiplier

Figure 5.8

Term
n
Q
A
R
α

Unit
J/mol
sec-1
J/mol K
MPa-1

Value
7
150000
5.92×1010
8.314
0.017

AM30 material parameter fit. (Left: constant strain rate, Right: varying
strain rate )
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5.3

Thermo-Mechanical Validation of Simulation Model
The results of the simulation model were compared to experimental data. The

correlation obtained is presented systematically. Note that TC1, TC2, TC3 and TC4 in the
temperature plots refer to location of thermocouples in the experiments. One of the
challenges was the determination of convection coefficients at the tool-work piece
interfaces and determination of the right friction coefficient in bearing region. Friction is
generally fine-tuned [57] by “what-works-best” approach. Convection coefficient were
zeroed on by following the ‘6-Step’ procedure described previously [Section 5.1
Boundary Conditions(BCs):].
5.3.1

Al 1100 - Flat Die
Full-scale transient simulations were run to evaluate the simulation model using

the processing parameters presented in Table 3.2. Since the simulations was run on a half
model, load values were scaled up before comparing to experimental load. Figure 5.9,
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 below show the results of full- scale thermo- mechanical
validation for Al1100 experiments.

Figure 5.9

Validation of extrusion simulation model of TEST 1-Al1100 (flat-die)
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Figure 5.10

Validation of extrusion simulation model of TEST 2-Al1100 (flat-die)

Figure 5.11

Validation of extrusion simulation model of TEST 3-Al1100 (flat-die)

Although the simulation captures load levels observed in the experiments, the
predicted load diverges from measured load towards the end of the cycle. This can
possibly be attributed to the shortcoming in the material model used i.e. absence of
hardening evolution.
On the other hand, the temperature profiles are well-captured by the simulations.
Note that the die temperatures in all the three tests show a rapid increase in the initial 2065

25 seconds of the extrusion process. This is due to ‘accelerated’ heat conduction arising
from improved metal-to-metal contact between billet and die as the grease is squeezed
out in the upsetting period. However, further progression of the trend is almost entirely
due to plastic heat generation and simultaneous cooling of profile for the given
combination of process parameters. Accordingly, the thermal boundary conditions in the
simulation were fine-tuned iteratively for optimum fit.
Compared to experiments, the simulation model does not show the difference
between thermocouple locations TC1 and TC2. This is not a serious aberration because
this observation in experimental data was found to be consistent and repeatable. Besides
thermocouple precision, another possible explanation could be the presence of a thermal
gradient along the length of the setup in the extrusion direction (+Z direction, Figure 5.1).
Moreover, since HyperXtrude did not give the flexibility to model the temperature
gradient (also referred to as Billet Taper) in the polarity desired it was decided to take the
average temperature of TC1 and TC2 in the simulations.
5.3.2

AZ 61 Conical Die
Figure 5.12 below shows the simulation results of the load history at billet-die

interface and temperature histories at positions TC1 to TC4, and their comparison with
the experimental data (Table 3.4, Figure 3.7).
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Figure 5.12

Validation of extrusion simulation model of AZ61-TEST 2 (conical die)

As noted from Figure 5.12, the breakthrough load is under-predicted by the model
while the rate of load increase as the material is extruded is over-predicted. This
discrepancy can be attributed to two major factors in the simulation model - friction and
material model. The simulation shown above used a constant average value of material
parameter A over the range of strain reported by Slooff et al [61]. Parametric studies of
the model showed that lower ‘A’ values resulted in greater load estimate and vice-versa.
5.3.2.1

Results of Modified Strain-Dependent Constitutive Model
A user-defined function (UDF) was implemented in HyperXtrude simulation with

the modified constitutive model where parameter A was strain-dependent to account for
softening of experimental stress-strain curve. Figure 5.13 below shows the correlation for
the AZ61 experiment with the modified constitutive model. The load prediction captures
the small bump at breakthrough load implying that stress softening response of the
material (dynamic recrystallization) may play a role in this load behavior. Note that both
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curves show nearly synchronous softening, but the hardening response of the simulated
curve is not as sharp as the experimental curve.

Figure 5.13

Load correlation with modified constitutive model for AZ61-TEST2

Moreover, in contrast to the model in Figure 5.12 above, the friction model used
here is viscoplastic (which helped to ‘pull-up’ the breakthough load). All other boundary
conditions were identical between the two. The temperature history was identical to the
model in Figure 5.12 implying that, changing the friction model and modifying the
constitutive model did not affect the quality of temperature correlation.
5.3.3

AM30 Flat-Die
Figure 5.14 below presents the results of thermo-mechanical validation for

AM30_Test-1which was run as per the test plan in Section 3.6.1.Recall that only 50% of
the 1 inch billet was extruded.
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Figure 5.14

Validation of extrusion simulation model of AM30_Test-1 (flat-die)

Note that the experimental load is measured at billet-die interface as discussed
earlier. Figure 5.15 below presents the validation for AM30_Test-2 where 80% of the 1
inch billet was extruded at 10 mm/min.

Figure 5.15

Validation of extrusion simulation model of AM30_Test-2 (flat-die)

The breakthrough load prediction is in fair agreement with the experimental data.
However, it is noted that the bearing was full-slip (Table 5.2) and constitutive model
parameters were fit to limited data –compression only at a single reference temperature
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and small range of strain rates. The full-slip modeling of bearing area is somewhat
‘nonphysical’. But, this approximation gave a good-quality load fit to experimental
extrusion load data. Other friction models grossly over predicted the load. While this
shortcoming is acknowledged, it may also be possible that bearing flow is actually full
sliding and nearly frictionless. More controlled tests are needed to authoritatively
comment on this observation.
Furthermore, the shortcoming of the constitutive model cannot be ignored. It is
well-known that AM30, or magnesium alloys in general, due to their HCP structure
deform anisotropically, dislocation dynamics is more involved and dynamic
recrystallization is active at temperatures above 1500C [62]. This implies that the sine
hyperbolic material model either needs to be modified (e.g strain-dependent material
parameters) for strain dependence or a versatile Internal State Variable model has to be
used. The simulated load in Figure 5.15 shows slightly wavy behavior which means that
‘softening’ occurred because heat generated by plastic deformation exceeded heat loss by
convection from profile. This observation is made from extrusion process simulation
point of view.
5.4

Factors that affect the quality of numerical prediction
Figure 5.16 below shows the interaction of friction, heat transfer and force in a

typical direct extrusion process.
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Figure 5.16

Depiction of the physics in a typical direct extrusion process [55]

From full-scale modeling and validation point of view the factors that affect the
quality of numerical predictions are depicted using a fish-bone diagram in Figure 5.17
below.

Figure 5.17

Factors that affect the quality of numerical prediction in extrusion
simulation models
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It is absolutely not possible to get ‘spot-on’ validation in the very first simulation.
Therefore, the approach is straight-forward – Divide and conquer. For this work steadystate simulations using just the flow mesh (without tooling) were performed first, then
followed by transient simulations and then the tooling was considered.
Including tooling into the model, though obvious that it cannot be ignored,
brought in more complexity in terms of creating boundary condition pairs with right heat
convection coefficient. This was the motivation behind the “6-step” approach which was
eventually developed and presented in Section 5.1. Questions arise, such as, how does the
solver treat a metal-tooling interface which has different friction coefficient on either
side. This then simply translates into more test cases to satisfy modeler’s intuition and
inquisitiveness. It became obvious that the boundary conditions on flow mesh side are the
most critical.
Mesh refinement studies were also necessary to justify the lower computation
time with moderate mesh sizes. Everytime a model was validated, a finer mesh model
was run to check for precision between the two meshes. The choice of friction model was
found to affect the correlation. Al1100 models did not converge with coulomb friction
whereas they responded well to Viscoplastic friction. Although, both these models
predicted similar breakthrough loads, Coulomb-based model showed ‘wiggles’ in load
plot due to non-converging solution. The user has to be careful in post-processing the
simulation results to avoid inadvertently specifying a wrong force boundary condition
which could override the friction condition at the interface. It is recommended that the
user plot streamlines and velocity vectors at billet-container, billet-dummy block and
billet-die interface to ensure that the flow patterns observed are physical and to avoid
inadvertently enforcing non-physical behavior in form of metal slip/wakes/flow
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turbulence. It is shown in Appendix 2 that using a coulomb friction coefficient of 0.99
resulted in a wake region at billet-pocket interface.
Finally, the modeler should ensure that the available experimental data is valid,
reliable and free from instrumentation/operator error. In this work each experiment was
repeated at least twice to ensure the repeatability of load and temperature data. A good
modeler should acquaint himself with the experiment execution procedure, know the
limitations to the measurement capability and also be aware of the factors that affect
measurement accuracy. The author believes that this is the right approach to use
simulations to design experiments and vice-versa; and when this happens, the cycle of
knowledge is complete.
5.5

Demonstration of texture prediction capability
An important aspect of this work was to demonstrate the capability of our

numerical tools for predicting microstructure evolution (texture) during extrusion
processing. For this purpose, the crystal plasticity-based, Self-Consistent Visco-Plastic
(VPSC) code [64] is used to compute the texture evolution.
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Figure 5.18

Texture prediction capability based on data extracted from particle tracing
module in HyperXtrude

The deformation path computed from the particle tracing module of HyperXtrude
is used as an input to VPSC to evolve the material state. Additional input needed for the
code are the material structure (e.g., face centered cubic - FCC, hexagonal closed packed
- HCP), the initial texture and the material parameters of the crystal plasticity model.
Figure 5.18 above shows the preliminary results of the predictive capability of the code.
A streamline along the center line of the deformation domain was selected. The code
predicted the stress-strain response along the streamline and the texture of the extrudate.
Comparison of predicted and experimental textures seems reasonable. Further research is
currently being conducted to improve some aspects of the methodology.
********************************
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
A laboratory-scale hot extrusion fixture was designed and used to record
experimental load and temperature data from flat die and conical die extrusion of
lightweight materials. The materials selected in this study were Aluminum alloy Al1100
and magnesium alloys AZ61 and AM30. A testing protocol was developed to guarantee
repeatability of the experiments. Recorded data was used to validate the process models
which were built and run using the commercial code HyperXtrude.
Full-scale process models of the extrusion experiments were validated by
comparing the predicted load and temperature history with experimental data using the
embedded sine hyperbolic inverse material model. Reasonable predictions were obtained,
although shortcomings of this basic, steady-state material model became apparent in the
context of Mg alloys AZ61 and AM30. A modified constitutive model with straindependant material parameter was used for AZ61 which captured the level of stress
softening shown by experimental data from the literature. Anisotropy of magnesium
alloys was ignored due to the limitations of HyperXtrude.
User defined functions (UDF) can be employed to program a user-specific
material model in HyperXtrude, although these models are limited to equation-of-state
type models where the stress is expressed as a function of strain, strain rate and
temperature. This capability was used in this work to program the strain-dependent sine
hyperbolic inverse model, as described above. Future extensions of the code will allow
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introducing material models with a maximum of three scalar internal state variables. As
such, models accounting better for the physics of a material’s microstructure evolution
during extrusion could be directly coupled to the code. This aspect is important for
magnesium alloys as they show a more complex mechanical response as compared to
aluminum alloys.
Material state data along flow streamlines was extracted from HyperXtrude
simulations and evolved using a separate VPSC-based crystal plasticity code to
demonstrate the capability to predict deformation textures. Initial results have been
encouraging. Since this is an ongoing work the results were not presented here.
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A.1

Abstract
A laboratory-scale extrusion capability facilitates parametric study of metal

extrusion processes. Commercial simulation code, HyperXtrude, was used to simulate
laboratory experiments performed using a flat-die. In the experiments, Ram velocity and
billet temperature were the process parameters that were controlled. Simulation model
was validated by comparing the results with experimentally obtained load and
temperature histories on tooling. The results of simulation and experiments were found to
be in good agreement. ‘Optimized’ values for friction and convection film-coefficient
were used to reach the best fit. The breakthrough load is predicted with good accuracy;
however, the accuracy in load correlation is not sustained throughout the process duration
as predicted load trend deviates from experimental data towards the end of the ram
stroke. The aim of this work is to benchmark a commercial extrusion simulation code for
a range of profiles.
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A.2

Introduction
Extrusion is an important metal-forming process used to produce long, straight,

semi-finished metal products of constant cross-section. It is the most widely used forming
process for Aluminum wherein a heated billet is squeezed through a die opening so that it
flows through it to yield a continuous profile. The cross-section of the profile is
determined by the die opening. The metal being extruded is called billet while the
product is simply referred to as profile or extrudate. Principal applications of aluminum
extrusions include parts for aerospace, transportation and construction industries
In lay terms, the process of extrusion primarily concerns metal flow, which in turn
depends on the factors pertaining to material, friction, ram speed, complexity of shape,
and temperature. Kobayashi et al [1] listed the following parameters; area reduction, die
geometry, extrusion velocity, lubrication, work-piece material and billet dimensions
which influence the extrusion process. As modeling and computational capabilities
continue to evolve and become robust, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with an Eulerian
framework has become an integral part to metal-forming research and development.
Several commercial codes are available for extrusion simulation, namely; Deform,
HyperXtrude and Simufact. The FEA method has been applied to simulate metal
extrusion process [1-3]. Li et al [4] elaborate the role of DEFORM in manufacturing
process simulation. Extrusion simulation and experimental validation have been carried
out [5-8] with various levels of focus and computational considerations. Our work is
aimed to develop a comprehensive thermo-mechanical modeling and experimental
validation benchmark in extrusion simulation using the commercial software
HyperXtrude by Altair Engineering Inc.
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In the present work HyperXtrude 10.0 is used to simulate the hot extrusion of Al1100 F at two combinations of billet temperatures and ram velocities. A laboratory
testing capability was built to validate simulation results. HyperXtrude 10.0 is chosen
because of its underlying Eulerian formulation and hp-adaptive computational
implementation.
A.3
A.3.1

Experiments
Experiment Setup
A 1.25 inch diameter flat die was machined with a bearing diameter of 0.25

inches for extruding 1 inch length billet with an extrusion ratio of 25. An Instron 8850
multi-axial test center was adapted for extrusion experiments by machining the four
components; Chamber, Sleeve, Die and a rigid base to support the die. These parts were
assembled to form the extrusion fixture. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the setup and
fixture assembly. TC 1, TC 2, TC 3 and TC 4 represent the location of thermocouples in
the fixture.
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Figure A.1

Schematic of setup and fixture assembly

The die is machined from H-13 tool steel and is heat treated and tempered.
Graphs of temperature vs. time and ram load vs. time were recorded for each test.
Temperature was measured with four ungrounded K-type thermocouples placed inside
the die. Thermocouples were selected that had minimum drift and maximum stability in
prolonged high temperature measurement service. The thermocouple output was recorded
by a compatible 4-channel data logger. The die thermocouples were held in place by an
air-set cement paste rated for high temperature service. Before the extrusion was
performed, the fixture was assembled on top of the rigid base, together with graphitecoated billet and thermocouples. Graphite paste was used as lubricant. The ram was
brought down inside the furnace till it was 0.2 inches above the chamber. While closing
the furnace cover, care was taken that the sleeve thermocouples were not disturbed and
that their tip stayed in contact with the sleeve. Prior to extruding, the whole assembly was
heated in order to thermally soften the billet. The billet temperature could not be
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measured real-time during extrusion therefore ‘static’ heat-up tests were performed to
conclude that the sleeve temperature could be safely used as the reference for
corresponding billet temperature. Furnace was set 50-700C above the target billet
temperature. Heat-up continued until TC 1 and TC 2 reached the target temperature and
remained steady for at least 30 minutes. The whole extrusion process could be classified
as “Indirect Extrusion”. The test plan is tabulated in table I.
Table A.1
Test
Name

Test Plan

Billet TempRam
Die
Bearing
erature,
Velocity, Type
Dia.
0
mm/min
inch
C
Test 1
25
428
5
Flat
0.25
Test 2
25
428
10
Flat
0.25
Test 3
25
457
5
Flat
0.25
1. Billets were of 1 inch length and 1.25 inch diameter made from Al 1100-F
2. Butt length was 0.35 inches 3. Bearing length is 0.0625 inches

A.3.2

Extrusion
Ratio

Experimental Results
Following an iterative procedure a final rigid design of the extrusion fixture was

achieved which could withstand repeated extrusion runs on billets of 1 inch length and
1.25 inch diameter. Note that the billets were of F temper i.e. they were as-fabricated and
not subjected to any thermal treatment prior to loading in the fixture. Once the fixture
design was finalized, a rigorous experiment execution procedure was followed with the
aim of achieving repeatability and validity in the testing results. These efforts culminated
into the establishment of an extrusion experiment protocol which has helped us to tightly
control sources of uncertainty and error in recorded data. Moreover, each experiment was
repeated at least three times to ensure exact replication of the previous trial.
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The output of the test is load vs. time curve and temperature history of the
thermocouples. Since we are dealing with fairly small dimensions it was found that the
recorded pre-extrusion steady state temperatures on the die do not tend to be exactly
repeatable, moreover, in each repetition these would stabilize within +/- 50C of an
average value. For every successful test the recorded load and temperature data was
assessed for reliability based on accumulated experience of the experimentalist and the
modeler for the given process conditions. This data is then used as a validation
benchmark for extrusion simulations performed with HyperXtrude. This code provides a
dedicated set of thermo-mechanical boundary conditions hence enabling the user to
include as much physics as possible. Moreover, the initial process conditions for the
simulation are extremely critical to the validity of the simulation results.
Authors would like to reiterate that design of extrusion experiments and
interpretation of recorded data were challenging, especially because extrusion is a
dynamic process influenced by friction and heat transfer. Friction cannot be measured insitu [9] while along with billet-tooling conduction; convective heat transfer plays a
significant role at the bearing exit, the film coefficient of which cannot be measured realtime. Furthermore, approximations such as adiabatic or isothermal processing conditions
are nothing but absolute idealizations of the process which will always be short of reality.
Figure 2 shows the graphs for load-time curve for the three tests and the effect of varying
billet temperature and ram speed. Load data was recorded by a load cell at the bottom of
the rigid base. The region OA in the curve is attributed to tooling slack and upsetting.
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Figure A.2

Experimental results

However, it is obvious that upsetting does not take place until the slack is
completely overcome. Moreover, upsetting part can be safely assumed to continue a little
further in the AB region. Point B corresponds to breakthrough load, when flow stress is
exceeded locally, in this case at billet-die interface
In Figure 2, for the same billet temperature and butt length, higher ram speed
requires more power and less time to extrude. On the other hand for the same ram speed,
higher billet temperature requires less force to extrude because of reduced flow stress at
elevated temperature.
Temperature data and their discussions are presented in the next section along
with simulated temperature history.
A.4

Simulation Model
The model consists of sleeve, die, billet, bearing and profile as shown in Figure

3a,b. For the purposes of saving simulation time and taking advantage of symmetry, a
half model was simulated rather that a full 360-degree model. Nevertheless, for the sake
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of completeness, the results of both of these models were compared later, less than 1%
difference in results were found with identical mesh size in both cases.

Figure A.3

Simulation model (a) Solid model (Extrusion along Z axis) (b) Mesh
(95,866 elements)

It is worthwhile to note that HyperXtrude cannot simulate the entry of billet into
the bearing. The user has to ‘tell’ the software that the bearing is filled with metal at the
beginning of simulation; hence, bearing and profile solids are included in the model
above. Furthermore, the mesh created from billet, bearing and profile solids constitutes
the flow mesh. Boundary conditions on the flow mesh side of the model are critical to the
validity of the simulation results.
A.4.1

Approximations
Following approximations were made in the simulation model:
1. Bearing is already filled with metal at the beginning of simulation. This is the
built-in approximation in HyperXtrude code as pointed out earlier.
2. There is no temperature gradient in the tooling (i.e. die and sleeve are at
uniform temperature).
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Tooling temperature is based on average data recorded by thermocouple pairs TC
1/TC 2 on the sleeve, and TC 3/TC 4 inside the die. However, since HyperXtrude is a
coupled thermo-mechanical code, we would like to mention that without a reasonably
accurate starting value for tooling temperature, simulations can be rendered unreliable
and invalid no matter how accurate the boundary conditions are.
A.4.2

Process Conditions and Boundary Conditions
Process conditions are the initial conditions that are used in the computation. The

ram acceleration time in the simulation is set to the actual time from experiments. This is
the time that roughly corresponds to breakthrough load. Tooling and billet temperatures
are specified along with butt length and ram velocity. In order to account for artificial
heat generation in the code, it is assumed that 90% of work is converted into heat. Table
II contains the major boundary conditions for the setup used. It has to be noted that the
values of friction and convection film coefficients at billet-die interface and billet-sleeve
interface were iteratively ‘optimized’ and used as reference values for all the three
simulation models. The convection coefficients were ascertained by trial-and-error to
replicate the trend observed in experimentally measured temperature data.
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Table A.2

Boundary conditions (BC) at different locations in the model

Region

Thermal Boundary Condition

External surfaces of
Die and Sleeve
Bearing-Die interface

Heat flux = 0

Heat flux = 0
(Since the length of bearing is
very small and the material is in
contact for a very short time)
Billet-Die interface
Convection Coefficient,
h = 9000 W/m2 K
Billet-Container
interface

Convection Coefficient,
h = 222 W/m2 K

Profile free surface

A.4.3

Convection Coefficient,
h = 350 – 700 W/m2 K
(Varies from test to test and
depends on process parameters)

Mechanical Boundary
Condition
Die – Stationery Elastic
Sleeve – Moving Rigid
Coulomb friction,
µ = 0.9

Full-stick friction on flow mesh
side to simulate dead metal
zone.
Z traction = 0 (On flow mesh)
(Unlike the full-stick friction
observation at billet-container
interface [10], the BC we used is
characteristic to our test setup.)
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0
and Z traction = 0

Material model
For the current version of the code, Sine Hyperbolic Inverse law is among the

material models being implemented in HyperXtrude solver. This law is widely used to
describe thermal viscoplastic behavior of metallic material during hot deformation and
can be written as follows:
σ = α-1 Sinh-1[(Z/A) 1/n],

where Z = ε exp (Q/RT)

Z is the Zener-Hollomon parameter, A, the reciprocal strain factor, n, the stress
expponent, α, the stress multiplier, ε , the strain rate, Q, the apparent activation energy,
R, the universal gas constant and T, the absolute temperature. HyperXtrude has a built-in
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material database that provides sine hyperbolic law parameters for a wide variety of
materials. Tables III shows the parameters for Al-1100 F.
Table A.3

Parameters for sine hyperbolic law model for Al-1100 F
Parameter
Stress component
Activation energy
Reciprocal Strain factor
Universal gas constant
Stress multiplier

A.5

Term
n
Q
A
R
α

Unit
J/mol
J/mol K
MPa-1

Value
5.66
158300
5.177E+10
8.314
0.045

Results
The results of simulation model with aforementioned combination of boundary

conditions and process parameters for respective tests are compared with experimental
data in Figures 4 to 6.

Figure A.4

Validation for Test 1
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Figure A.5

Validation for Test 2

There are several things to be noted by examining the load and temperature
validation graphs:
1. Region OA (from figure 2) is not included. Simulated load does not begin from
zero value because the bearing is assumed to be filled with metal at the
beginning of the simulation.
2. The predicted load diverges from measured load towards the end of the cycle.
This can possibly be attributed to the shortcoming in the material model used
i.e. absence of hardening evolution.
3. Die temperatures in all the three tests show a rapid increase in the initial 20-25
seconds of the extrusion process. This is due to ‘accelerated’ heat conduction
arising from improved metal-to-metal contact between billet and die as the
grease is squeezed out in the upsetting period. However, further progression of
the trend is almost entirely due to plastic heat generation and simultaneous
cooling of profile for the given combination of process parameters.
Accordingly, the thermal boundary conditions in the simulation were finetuned iteratively for optimum fit.
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4. We found that Particle Tracing module in HyperXtrude is extremely helpful in
visulazing the metal flow and gaining insight into the effect of friction
boundary conditions, Figure 7.

Figure A.6

Validation for Test 3

Figure A.7

Simulation plots (a) Predicted streamlines (Red color – Dead Metal Zone,
Note that streamlines in the vicinity of the walls do not make it to the
bearing) (b) Experimental streamlines (c) Pressure contours (d)
Temperature contours on exploded view of model
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A.6

Conclusion
Laboratory-scale indirect extrusion experiments were modeled using the

commercial code HyperXtrude. A good agreement between thermo-mechanical extrusion
simulation results and experimental measurements was achieved by fully considering the
real-world physics of laboratory-scale aluminum extrusion for flat dies. An important
aspect learnt in this work was that the extrusion experiments need to be carefully
designed and perfected in order to perform credible modelling research and avoid
ambiguity associated with boundary conditions. Other die geometries and billet materials
are presently being used to further validate the coupled experimental-modeling
methodology developed in this work. Also, current extensions of HyperXtrude to include
Internal State Variable material models will improve the predictive capability of the code
to capture the particular details still missing in the current simulations.
A.7
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B.1

Abstract.
Laboratory-scale extrusion experiments using a conical die were conducted on

AZ61 billets of 1.25 inch diameter. Experiments were performed with two different types
of billets: cylindrical billets of 1.00 inch length, which did not have metal protruding into
the conical die; and tapered billets of 1.60 inch length, which were also cylindrical but
machined with extra taper to fit the die cone. Load and temperature data were recorded
on the tooling for these two billet combinations. Comparison of the data from each of
these two trials indicates expected results: the breakthrough load did not vary
significantly but the die temperature was drastically different. Based on this experimental
data, Eulerian code, HyperXtrude, and Lagrangian code, ABAQUS, were used to
simulate the extrusion process. While HyperXtrude has an implicit assumption that the
die cavity is filled with metal at the beginning of the simulation cycle, ABAQUS can
simulate the filling of the die cavity. Hence, commercial Lagrangian and Eulerian codes
are compared with experimental evidence to validate the simulations.
Keywords: Extrusion, Laboratory Experiments, Magnesium Alloys, Eulerian code, Lagrangian code.
PACS: 81.20.Hy
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B.2

Introduction
Extrusion is a forming process that yields long, straight, semi-finished profiles of

constant cross-section for use in automotive, aerospace and construction industries. In
contrast to aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys have superior mechanical properties and
thus have enormous potential for applications in lightweight designs [1], especially in
automotive frames. However, the inherent hexagonal closed-packed crystal structure and
twinning-dominated deformation mechanisms in magnesium alloys pose significant
challenges to extrusion process design [2] [3] and, therefore, have a direct bearing on the
development of magnesium extrusion technology. The current availability of Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) tools to model the extrusion process, together with the use of
robust Internal State Variable (ISV) material models capable of predicting both the
mechanical state of the extrudate and the performance of the post-extruded product
provide the critical impetus for showcasing the viability of magnesium extrusions.
The current work focused on modeling the laboratory-scale indirect extrusion
experiments of Mg alloy AZ61 through a conical die. The experiments were performed
using an in-house built fixture designed to produce simplified profile extrudates for
model validation purposes. Commercial finite element codes HyperXtrude and ABAQUS
were used to model these experiments. HyperXtrude is extrusion application software
developed using an Eulerian formulation, while ABAQUS is a general-purpose finite
element code with an explicit Lagrangian capability. Note that this study’s objective was
not to compare or mutually benchmark the two codes. Instead, it was intended to show
the results of experiments and modeling with two different starting configurations of the
billet with taper (or pocket) and without taper, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, for this
work both codes used a simple flow stress model based on the sine hyperbolic inverse
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with material parameters from the literature. This flow stress model is embedded in the
material library of HyperXtrude, while a VUMAT was written to couple this material
model to ABAQUS.

Figure B.1

B.3

(a) Configuration with taper (or pocket)
(only a cylindrical billet)

(b) Configuration without taper

Lab-Scale Extrusion Experiments
A lab-scale indirect extrusion fixture (see Figure 2a) has been designed and built

to study details of the extrusion process and generate experimental data for model
validation. In general, billets of 1.25 inch diameter and 1 inch length can be extruded
using conical and flat dies with extrusion ratios in the range of 6.25 to 125 to produce
profiles with circular cross sections. Current extensions of the fixture include the use of
porthole dies for tube extrusion. Processing parameters that can be controlled are billet
temperature and ram speed, and processing variables that can be recorded are extrusion
load versus displacement and temperature histories at particular points in the die.
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Figure B.2

(a) Lab-scale indirect extrusion fixture; (b) Geometry of conical die
showing location of thermocouples (holes were drilled at die bottom for
their placement), flow patterns during extrusion and AZ61 partially
extruded billet.

The present study used the conical die arrangement (see Figure 2b), with billet
geometries as shown in Figure 1. Temperature histories were recorded with
thermocouples (K-type) held in place in the die using Omegabond 400® air-set cement.
Though not shown in Figure 2, another thermocouple, TC1 was placed on the sleeve
(container) to give a reference billet temperature. To confirm TC1, an extra thermocouple
was placed in its vicinity. A detailed description of the laboratory-scale extrusion testing
fixture and testing procedure is given in [4]. Table 1 gives the test plan and process
conditions used for the conical die experiments. As shown, the two billet configurations
were tested using the same process parameters.
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Table B.1
Test

Test Plan

AZ61 Billet Configuration

Extrusion

Billet Temperature, Ram Velocity,
0

Ratio

Name

C

inch/min

Die

Bearing Dia.

Type

inch

(mm/min)

Test 1

Cylindrical

6.25

460

0.19685 (5)

Conical

0.5

Test 2

Cylindrical with Pocket

6.25

460

0.19685 (5)

Conical

0.5

Notes: (1) Butt lengths were 0.25 and 0.2 inches for test 1 and test 2, respectively; (2) Bearing length was 0.0625
inches

The lab-scale fixture used is positioned vertically in the loading frame (see Figure
2a). A load cell incorporated in the test setup recorded the downward force on the conical
face of the die. This load data was used in the simulation validation effort. Temperature
data was recorded with a compatible multi-channel data logger. Figures 3a-c shows the
experimental results.
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a.

Figure B.3

Experiment Results: (a) Downward Load on Conical Die for Test-1 and
Test-2; (b) Temperature history for Test-1; (c) Temperature history for
Test-2.

The load-displacement curves shown in Figure 3a reveal that the breakthrough
load is reached far earlier for Test-2 (billet with pocket) than the one for Test-1, which is
the case where the cylindrical billet has to deform plastically and flow into the pocket
before it can reach the bearing. Also, the temperature history curves show a drastic
difference in die temperature data for the two billet configurations. The increasing die
temperatures observed for Test-1 at TC2, TC3 and TC4 in Figure 3b are due to the heat
generated during the filling of the conical part of the die as the material flows into the
pocket toward the bearing area. On the other hand, the die temperatures in Test-2, Figure
3c, show a decreasing trend that can be attributed to the metal immediately flowing out
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through the bearing and the profile cooling to room temperature as it extrudes from the
setup. Note that the whole setup is enclosed in the furnace, which was held steady at
4600C for 25 minutes prior to extrusion.
B.4

Simulation Model and Results – Hyperxtrude
HyperXtrude is a finite-element based code designed to model/simulate the non-

isothermal material flow during metal extrusion. The code uses an Eulerian formulation
of the fundamental differential equations that govern flow and heat transfer of nonNewtonian incompressible viscous fluids. As such, the code uses a fixed-space control
volume representation of the problem domain through which the material flows as it is
extruded through the tooling. Hence, the code does not capture the transient aspects (load
and temperature) of the process as the material fills the die (pocket and bearing area). In
this respect, the model setup in HyperXtrude will closely resemble Test-2 (experiments
with taper billet) but with extended flow domain to represent the bearing area and profile.
HyperXtrude simulation results should then be compared to this case.
The material library in the current version of the code mainly considers flowstress type models, with general constitutive equation: σ = σˆ (ε, ε , θ) , where σ is the flow
(effective) stress, ε is the effective strain, ε is the effective strain rate, and θ is the
temperature. No provision for internal state variable models is presently available in the
code. A typical flow-stress model, which is employed in this work, is the sine hyperbolic
inverse model given by:
σ=

 Z 1/ n 
1
sinh −1   ,
α
 A  
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 Q 
Z = ε exp

 Rθ 

where: n, Q, A, R and α are material parameters. The values for these parameters
for AZ61 used in the present simulations were obtained from Slooff, et al. [5] and are
shown in Table 2.
Table B.2

Parameters for the Sine Hyperbolic Inverse Material Model
Parameter

Term

Unit

Value

Stress exponent

n

-

5.30

Activation

Q

J/mol

115000

A

sec-1

7.937×1011

R

J/mol K

8.314

α

MPa-1

0.004

energy
Reciprocal
Strain factor
Universal gas
constant
Stress multiplier

The 3-D finite element mesh of the simulation model with its various components
(including tooling) is shown in Figure 4a. The extrusion direction is along the global Zdirection. To reduce the model size, only half of the model components are considered.
Also, boundary conditions for force were chosen appropriately in accordance to the
experiment scenario. However, thermal boundary conditions (convection coefficient at
various interfaces) were iteratively fine-tuned to reproduce the experimental data.
Friction boundary conditions included μ=0.9 at Pocket-Die and Bearing-Die interfaces.
Table 3 presents the important boundary conditions used in the HyperXtrude model. The
simulations were run in transient mode.
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Figure B.4

(a) Simulation Model; (b) Experiment vs. Simulation (Load); (c)
Experiment vs. Simulation (Temperature).
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Table B.3

Boundary Conditions (BC) at Different locations in the HyperXtrude Model

Region
[HyperXtrude BC type ID]
External surfaces of Die and
Sleeve
[ToolSurface]

Thermal Boundary Condition

Mechanical Boundary Condition

Heat flux = 0

Die – Stationery Elastic
Sleeve – Moving Rigid

Pocket-Die interface
[SolidFluid Interface]

Heat flux = 0
(Since the length of bearing is very small
and the material is in contact for a very
short time)
Convection Coefficient,
h = 300 W/m2K

Billet-Container interface
[SolidFluid Interface]

Convection Coefficient,
h = 50 W/m2K

Profile free surface
[FreeSurface]

Convection Coefficient,
h = 510 W/m2K

DummyBlock End
[SolidFluid Interface]

Heat Flux = 0

Bearing-Die interface
[SolidFluid Interface]

Coulomb friction,
µ = 0.9
Full-stick friction on flow mesh side to
simulate dead metal zone.
Z traction = 0 (On flow mesh)
(Unlike the reported full-stick friction
observation at billet-container interface, the
BC we used is characteristic to our test
setup.)
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0
and Z traction = 0
X traction = 0, Y traction = 0,
Z Velocity = 5

Figure 4b-c shows the simulation results for the load-displacement response and
temperature histories at positions TC1 to TC4, and their corresponding comparison with
the experimental data (Test-2). As noted from Figure 4b, the breakthrough load is underpredicted by the model while the rate of load increase as the material is extruded is overpredicted. An important source for this discrepancy may be due to the material model.
The material parameter ‘A’ reported by Slooff [5] is an increasing function of strain;
however the simulations used a constant averaged value (parametric studies of the model
showed that lower ‘A’ values results in greater loads). Another source for the load
difference may be the thermal gradient present in the billet. The simulations assumed a
uniform constant value inferred from TC1 reading. On the other hand, the predicted
temperature profiles agree well with the experimental values in both trend and
magnitude. Note that these predicted temperatures were mainly obtained by iteratively
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fine-tuning the convection coefficients within reasonable values (as compared to
aluminum extrusion) at the various material-tooling-environment interfaces.
It is important to note that validation of coupled transient HyperXtrude models
entails a lot of ‘jugglery’ of thermal and friction boundary conditions. A good modeler
bases his boundary conditions on experimental observation and engineering judgment.
For example, it was found that there is a significant difference in simulation results
between using full-stick friction (μ=1) and μ=0.9 on the outer face of the pocket.
Moreover, the pocket, being a slant face, does not lend itself to full-stick friction
approximation–in fact, it would be a gross idealization. Furthermore, it has to be noted
that using intermediate values of friction (such as μ=0.99) resulted in wake zone (Figure
5a). A more ‘well-behaved’ flow pattern is observed with μ=0.9 (Figure 5b). Using
smaller values of friction (μ=0.3) resulted in wild pressure oscillations. These aspects are
presently being investigated further.

Figure B.5

B.5

(a) Flow streamlines with μ=0.99 on pocket face (b) Flow streamlines with
μ=0.9 on pocket face

Simulation Model and Results – Abaqus
ABAQUS is a general-purpose finite element code mainly characterized by its

Lagrangian formulation. This code allows access to a wide variety of material models,
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loadings, boundary conditions, but most of all, to the implementation of user-defined
features such as material models. Despite being a powerful tool, Lagrangian formulations
often present limitations to modeling processes, such as extrusion, that have complex
material flow patterns together with extremely large and severe plastic deformation.
Large deformations typically lead to high distortions of the mesh, each node following
the deformation path of the material. For the present work, we used ABAQUS/explicit
with its mesh adaptive algorithm to model / simulate the conical die extrusion
experiments. The computations are aimed at capturing the transient aspects of the
entrance of the billet in the die as observed in the experimental data from Test-1; hence,
the initial geometry of the billet is given by Figure 1b.
As the anisotropy of the material is not accounted for, an axially symmetric model
was used. The finite element mesh of the model is shown in Figure 6, which includes the
tooling (container and die, assumed to be rigid). Note that the billet is meshed in such a
way that will ease the elements deformation throughout the process. Without this initial
mesh, the elements would highly distort before the end of the computation, leading to an
early termination of the analysis. For the same reason, an adaptive meshing algorithm is
applied to the billet mesh during the analysis. In terms of computational time efficiency, a
mass scaling factor is applied to the whole model. In addition, isothermal conditions are
assumed and proper boundary conditions are imposed: symmetry boundary conditions are
set along the y-axis, contact with zero friction is imposed along the billet-container,
billet-die interface and bearing area, while a vertical (y-axis) displacement consistent
with the experiments is applied to the container. The material response is modeled using
the sine hyperbolic inverse flow stress model which was implemented in a VUMAT.
Material parameters of the model are given in Table 2.
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Y
extrusion
direction

X

die

Figure B.6

billet container

Mesh for ABAQUS model

Figure 7 displays the deformed mesh and the plastic strain contours at different
stages of the extrusion. Note that by using the initially ‘oriented’ mesh and mesh
adaptivity in the simulations one obtains a fairly smooth metal flow. Zooming on the
bearing area reveals that the contact is not constantly maintained between the billet and
the die. This explains the high variations in the steady state part of the load-time curve
displayed in Figure 8, which shows the load-time curves from Test-1, Test-2 and the
simulation. The load curves in Figure 8 show that the transient part is fairly well captured
by the Lagrangian code. The pick load is significantly higher than the test but this can be
explained by the isothermal assumption. Once the pick load is reached, the simulated
load is very noisy and, mostly because of the contact that is not constant in the bearing
and the bottom of the cone. In this area, elements are becoming elongated and the
material cannot “bend” from the die into the bearing while still sticking to the tooling.
Also, the re-meshing algorithm in this area might have a certain influence on the contact.
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a

b

c

Figure B.7

Plastic strain contours at a) 53 s, b) 105 s and c) 183 s.

Figure B.8

Load vs. Time curves from experiments and ABAQUS simulation

B.6

Conclusion
A laboratory scale fixture was used to generate experimental data for conical die

extrusion of Mg alloy AZ61. Both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches were used to
model/simulate the conical die experiments. The Eulerian code (HyperXtrude), which
used a fixed control volume methodology, gave a reasonable prediction of the
experimental load and temperature profiles. The steady-state behavior of the process was
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well captured as well. However, due to its own nature, the Eulerian code did not capture
the transient details of the filling of the tooling as depicted by the load-displacement
curve. On the other hand, the Lagrangian code (ABAQUS) was able to reasonably predict
the transient behavior of the ram load as the material was entering the tooling; however,
the simulation results here showed a lot of variation when reaching steady state, an issue
that is currently being investigated. Note that, from an industrial perspective, extrusion is
a continuous forming process and, hence, the steady state behavior will primarily
dominate the characteristics of the process. Hence, the generation of complex 3D profiles
using porthole dies typical of industrial processes may be more suitably modeled using
Eulerian approaches.
B.7
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APPENDIX C
TEST PROTOCOL
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C.1

Operation of Instron 8850 machine for Indirect Extrusion
Following steps have to be followed for operating the Instron Machine to set-up

extrusion experiments:
1. Log in to the CAVS Service Center book (break up times into Setup, Heatup, and
Extrusion)
2. Place Die onto top of column and coat top and sides of die with Graphite paste
3. Assemble Extrusion setup and place upside down on table (so that the aluminum
or magnesium sample can slide into it).
4. Coat Aluminum or Magnesium billet with Graphite paste on all sides and slide
into sleeve in extrusion setup. Place setup on top of die.
5. Open Bluehill icon on desktop: Click test, select Indirect Extrusion 8-16-10
method file.
a. Enter file name (ID-XXXX_Alum or ID-XXXX_Mag) and save in
cmd\data1\common\sjhorst\Extrusion\1100F or ..AZ61 depending on
material.
b. Next button.
c. Method tab – Control:
i. Test:
1. Control mode 1: Compressive Extension
2. Rate 1: 5 mm/min (or 10 mm/min depending on test)
ii. End of Test:
1. Criteria: Extension
2. Value: -0.75 (negative because piston is moving down;
other values may be run depending on test)
d. Take the piston to about 1 inch from the top of its stroke. (This is done
because the hydraulic pump tends to shut off when a test is run with the
piston starting at the top of the stroke.)
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6. Unclamp Crosshead and move down using knobs (be sure not to hit the oven on
the way down). Bring piston to about ½ inch above chamber.
7. Zero the Extension as follows:
a. Using the buttons, slowly bring piston down until very close to chamber.
b. Then use fine tuning roller to just barely touch the chamber until about
0.060 kips is applied.
c. Click the Reset button on the right side of the Bluehill software.
d. Note: This sets the extension at zero when the piston just touches the
extrusion setup. However, due to thermal expansion of the setup during
heating, the piston will actually hit a little bit above zero (.040-.070 inches
approximately) and cause the Load to spike. The Raw Data can be
adjusted to account for this discrepancy by finding the point at which the
Load first spikes and offsetting the whole extension column by that
amount.
8. Move the piston up by 0.200” before beginning heatup.
9. Connect Thermocouple Datalogger to the back of the computer and to the power
outlet. Open SE309 (Start/Programs/SE309/SE309); change header of graph
(date, ID number, and material).
10. Try plugging the data logger into the back of the computer and see if the
thermocouple temperatures are affected. If the temperature readings change, then
unplug from the computer and you will have to keep track of the data by hand
during Heatup and by pressing the record button during the Extrusion.
a. Note: Sometimes you can use the computer to monitor the temperatures,
but it seems that most of the time, plugging the data logger into the
computer changes the temperature readings. It is safest to NOT connect to
the computer but record temperatures by hand for Heatup and with the
record button during the Extrusion.
11. Insert thermocouples into top two holes of the extrusion chamber (TC2 in top
hole, TC1 in middle hole). Bring the oven forward to make sure that the
thermocouples will fit between the oven and the column (may have to bend
thermocouples).
12. Plug thermocouples into corresponding positions on the datalogger.
a. If using flat die with thermocouples pasted in, then ensure that TC3 is the
bearing, and TC4 is thermocouple in the straight hole.
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13. Attach front of oven (may want to remove and check that thermocouples have not
fallen out before beginning heatup).
14. Slide Insulation (one-piece with hole cut in it) onto piston.
15. Heatup:
a. Set temperature on oven controller and turn on the fan and heater.
Note: Oven temperature should be set approximately 30-50 degrees hotter
than desired temp for thermocouples. May need to be adjusted, if
temperature is not reached or is overshot.
b. If using SE309 software, watch graph until thermocouples have leveled
off at desired temperature. If manually watching temperatures,
consistently make recordings about every 5 minutes once the
thermocouples approach desired temp.
c. Allow setup to soak for at least 30 minutes.
16. Extrusion:
a. Datalogger:
i. If datalogger IS plugged into the computer, press the record button
in the SE309 software.
ii. If datalogger IS NOT plugged in computer, press the Record
button on the datalogger.
b. Double-check that test settings are correct on the computer.
c. Press Start

in the Bluhill program.

d. During Extrusion, watch to see when the extrudate gets down to the holes
in the column and grab with pliers or an Allen wrench to direct out of one
of the holes.
17. When extrusion is finished, stop recording the temperature data; then use the
arrow buttons to move the piston up and relieve pressure from the setup. Then
take the crosshead all the way up with the knobs.
18. Turn off the oven, remove the front panel, and allow the setup to cool. Note: do
not touch the setup with the gloves on when it is still above ~250C, because it will
start burning through the gloves.
19. Save the data to location on network drive as defined earlier. Press Finish.
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Retrieve the data from the datalogger is it was used to record. Plug it back into
the computer and press Data Logger>Load. Save the data as a .csv file into the same
folder as the Bluehill data.
C.2
C.2.1

Machine Trouble-Shooting For Extrusion Experiments
Pertaining to the machine and setup:

WHAT CAN GO
WRONG?
If the MTS 810 machine
is running
simultaneously, the
Instron m/c will give a
jolt and both machines
will shutdown.

Then what happens
next?
If the ram is just
sitting on the
chamber, there is a
good chance that the
jolt will produce
plastic strain in the
billet, as a result the
load vs. time graph
can no longer be
considered valid. It
will give a higher
estimate of the load.

Instron will not start
when ‘start’ button is
pressed

Furnace not secured
(bolted) properly to the
support rack.

WHY?

Both the MTS and See if the MTS
Instron machines run test can be aborted
on the same
or paused by
hydraulic pump.
contacting the
person concerned.
Remark: This
situation can cause
the load cell to lose
calibration and ‘R’
or ‘U’ will be
displayed on the P.C
Specimen limits
setting may be
changed by the
previous user

A good bit of
clearance will form
around the rigid
column letting out
furnace heat to the
room
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Remedy.

Turn off the limits
i.e. uncheck the
specimen
protection options
Fasten securely.

C.2.2

Pertaining to the data-logger:
Problem

Remedy.

Data-logger has been known to behave First –Make sure that the problem is with the
erratically when connected real-time to data-logger rather than the TCs. Therefore, see if
the computer.
you get the correct room temperature when
unplugged from the computer. Next, connect to
the computer and try different combinations of
data-logger channels and TC input (the yellow
SMPW connector).
Solution: Don’t connect to the computer. Set
the right interval size on the data-logger and
start recording just before you start the extrusion
by pressing the ‘rec’ button on the actual
hardware.
C.3

Protocol for Cementing of Thermocouples
1. Follow the cement-water mixing ‘recipe’ as starting base.
2. Cement has to be thick enough to stand by itself along the vertical die wall
without flowing into the bearing
3. Before applying the cement, clamp the die securely to avoid swaying and then
position the thermocouples.
4. Always use a pipette to apply cement in order to have better control over the
‘flow’. Keep a cotton swab handy if the cement mixture seems to be too fluid and
starts flowing down into the bearing.
5. Start applying cement from the top, near the walls of the die, never start from the
bearing. This will give enough time to gauge the consistency of the paste if it
were to start flowing into the bearing.
6. Apply cement along the wall of the die in generous ‘blobs’ together with the
thermocouple. This is the best possible way to ensure that the when cement
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become brittle upon setting it would not ‘let go’ off the thermocouples in weak
spots where cracks form easily due to brittleness.
7. Bake the cement for atleast 45 minutes prior to transporting the die-thermocouple
assembly to the laboratory.
C.4

Precautions:

1. Never forget to hit the ‘rec’ button and check the recording interval size.
2. If you are using just one TC on the sleeve note down exactly where it was located –
top hole or the center hole. The latter hole would be the ideal location.
3. Make sure that when you close the furnace, sleeve thermocouples do not come off..
4. Do not forget to put the insulation around the ram once the furnace door is closed.

*********************************************
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